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Abstract
Timber in architecture has been used for millennia, from the original huts and pit dwellings, 
through to today’s modern structures. Through the years the main advances have primarily been 
the sophistication with which timber can be shaped and joined. In recent years, modern materials 
such as Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL), Cross Laminated Timber (CLT), and new and more 
accurate fasteners and synthetic glues have allowed for adaptations to these practices due to 
the increased strength and stability of the timber used. However, in the digital realm, the main 
advances are with sizeable, highly specialised machines that mill large members, and smaller, 
less sophisticated milling machines for sheet materials, without much development in between.

This thesis serves to ‘hack’ the usage of a simple, less sophisticated three-axis CNC machine to 
achieve what would typically require a far more expensive and specialised machine.

The thesis proposes a new and updated fabrication methodology using smaller timber members 
and intricate jigs to mill them. This methodology allows problems to be faced, such as the use of 
complex profiles and extended lengths of timber, which wouldn’t pose a problem on larger and 
more expensive machines. This is achieved through thorough testing of conceptual designs using 
CAD software and physical modelling for both sun/shadow studies, as well as structural analysis 
of various joints and designs in an attempt to design-out problems such as screw placements.

The project aims to develop a low cost, timber fabrication methodology that can be widely applied. 
The implementation of this fabrication methodology was tested through various concept designs, 
using a fully developed design as a 1:1 case study on a selected site. The physical construction 
of the final design allowed for all matters involved to be explored with full implementation. The final 
Cowan Bay pavilion makes up the majority of this thesis and is a worked example of how the 
fabrication methodology can be applied.

CRITICAL QUESTION:
How can modern fabrication techniques be adapted to suit traditional jointing techniques such as 
lap joints, by utilising simple CAD/CAM machinery to allow smaller timber member sizes?
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EXPLANATION OF QUESTION
Question: How can modern fabrication techniques be adapted to suit traditional jointing 
techniques, such as lap joints, by utilising simple CAD/CAM machinery to allow smaller timber 
member sizes?

This thesis programme has run for 7 years and throughout has developed and built exponentially 
upon the previous years’ findings. This lineage of structures started with the goal of learning about 
the then new CNC milling machine and cutting pieces out of plywood, and has since developed 
into more complex solid timber structures.

The use of CAD/CAM in New Zealand has tended to operate at either end of timber fabrication 
scale. Large, highly specialised CNC machines are used to mill elements of laminated veneer 
lumber (LVL), cross-laminated timber (CLT) or glulam into large, heavy primary structural members. 
The high value of the individual elements, and the sophistication of the CNC machines, makes 
the fabrication process both accurate and economic. At the other end of the spectrum, smaller, 
less sophisticated and more widely available milling machines are used to mill sheet materials into 
small internal elements such as parts for cabinetry. The speed and ease of milling elements from 
sheets makes the use of digital modelling and fabrication techniques economically viable.

However, this leaves a gap in the spectrum of elements that can be economically fabricated 
using digital technology – smaller, non-repetitive structural and finishing elements that are typically 
now still fabricated by hand on the construction site. The focus of this project is to devise a 
methodology for efficiently modelling and milling such elements ‘en masse’. This involves digital 
processes for modelling elements and preparing cutting files, as well as the development of a jig 
system that allows elements to rapidly be secured in the milling machine, milled, and removed 
for assembly.

It is hoped that by developing a system of which a rudimentary 3-axis CNC machine such as 
the one on hand in the University of Auckland’s Architecture and Planning workshop can be 
adapted to perform like a far more expensive and complex 5-axis machine with the need for only 
a few extra steps of post-production. In turn, this will allow for the creation of a complex timber 
structure that utilises smaller timber members that would otherwise not be able to be produced 
so accurately at such a small size.

The project vehicle used to carry out this research was the final shadow pavilion. This was the 
means by which I carried out the project question, being the final worked structure which will have 
interesting shadow characteristics and create a pleasant place to sit and observe the views either 
alone or in a gathering. 

“We are very happy with not inventing things but just adding to other processes”1 

1 Enderby and Volz, Selgascano: Serpentine Pavilion 2015, 14

Problems with CNC vs. traditional carpentry

One of the first and most pressing matters with any CNC router is the fact that on any inside 
corner, such as a finger joint, corners will always be rounded due to the machine using a round 
bit. This is very unlike a straight saw or chisel that would traditionally be used. On top of this, the 
beds of the majority of rudimentary machines work by using suction to hold materials down, 
which is ideal for large panels, but not effective for smaller sticks such as those used in framing. 
Because of these problems, this machine is not used for traditional solid timber framing,and 
instead requires a far larger and more expensive specialist machine such as the one found at 
TimberLab Solutions. 

Fig 1. Specialist 5-Axis CNC router found at TimberLab Solutions3-Axis CNC router at the University of Auckland
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2. Precedent Studies
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Over the past 7 years thesis (5th year) students have worked with 4th year timber tech workshop 
students to complete their timber structures. These completed structures have been designed for 
both Onehunga Primary School and Henderson High School for their students to use.

Atmosphere of Joinery by Lingyu Wang, 2016

Originally designed to use one repeating joint with 8 different species of timber arranged to 
create an interesting repeating pattern, this was one of the first solid timber structures created 
through the same workshop paper. The use of a single joint simplifies the design considerably 
and allowed for the structure to emphasise this repetitive nature.

Due to New Zealand having a tough environment for timber, all of the different species have 
silvered off to almost the same monotonous colour, leaving a dull gable ended shed remaining. 

The interior structure was an interesting take on recreating Japanese joinery but the students 
said that due to the spatial layout they weren’t able to fully utilise the space. One small seat was 
usable (as shown top right), but the other which faced a slatted desk was less usable in a group 
setting, and the desk was unsuitable for the students as they couldn’t sit there and write due to 
the slatted nature of the tabletop.

This was an interesting learning experience, considering that despite on paper the structure 
should work well, it falls short. Considering all of these points I aim to create a structure that better 
creates a group experience and that creates much more interest on the site.

Multifunction Pavilion by Louie Tong, 2015

The structure of the multifunction pavilion has an interesting overall portal frame design with 
diagonal bracing between the frames. This creates a very interesting repetitive pattern and creates 
a sense of the structure being created by simply folding paper.

Unfortunately, the structure was created using standard plywood not marine grade and has thus 
deteriorated quite badly and so parts of the structure like seat tops have had to be replaced. This 
problem had been accentuated due to the valleys created within the cross bracing and the flat 
seating which wasn’t designed with any fall at all on it. The other area of deterioration was the base 
where the metal plates are hidden. There wasn’t enough gap between the concrete pad and the 
plywood as the metal was not load bearing and due to this the water has been able to soak up 
from the bottom and rot out the base. 

Due to the location the students stated that this was a relatively well used structure but that the 
portal frame over the top and no actual roof didn’t stop any rain and provided hardly any sun 
protection during their lunch breaks when the sun is overhead. The small bench seat on either 
side also meant that larger groups aren’t able to fully utilise the space; some of them would have 
to sit on the concrete floor.

The interesting thing with this structure is that if the correct treatment of timber had been used, 
and some more thought about the usability of the space within, this would have been a very 
successful and usable space, especially considering its central location within the school. I aim 
to incorporate the interesting repetitive nature into my design and will ensure that whatever timber 
I do choose will be suitable for exterior use

Students using the structure during lunch

Exterior view of the structure from the rear

4th year students cleaning the structure during the Henderson High School site visit

The structure has a very central position in the schoolThe base MDF has failed and exposed the 
metal supports

Many of the ‘V’ portions of the structure have 
rotted out from water sitting
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SunnyHills at Minami-Aoyama by Kengo Kuma, 2013

SunnyHills utilises the Jigoku Gumi joint5, similar to that of the half lap joint but in a three-dimensional 
space, creating a sense of depth to the structure otherwise lost when designing standard timber 
framing. The idea and effect of this depth of the joinery is a valuable quality to consider throughout 
the design of my thesis pavilion to create a structure that generates far more interest than one that 
appears to be a simple two-dimensional structure.

5 “Sunny Hills Japan”

Light pavilion by BEDA, 2019

The un-built ‘Light’ pavilion for the Triumph Pavilion 2019 competition, by BEDA uses unconnected 
vertical and diagonal timber members to create a play of natural light within the structure. The 
entire build is proposed to have been created with cross-laminated timber (CLT)6 and is proposed 
to ensure a strong and stable structure. Within my thesis pavilion I have considered the usage 
of the repeating single diagonal and one vertical structure, but consider joining them to cross 
brace the solid timber structure rather than using separate CLT members that could potentially 
de-laminate when left in the weather too long. 

6 “Light Pavilion”

Fig 2. Exterior of SunnyHills showing the scale of the joinery Fig 3. View of entranceway showcasing the Jigoku Gumi joint

Fig 4. External render of the “Light” pavilion

Fig 5. Interior render of the “Light” pavilion showing the structural form and shadow 
characteristics
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General conclusion of precedents

As I headed into the project, what I found from these precedents was that I wanted to create a 
structure using solid timber vs. a laminate or engineered product like both the Atmosphere of 
Joinery and Kengo Kuma’s SunnyHills due to the negatives found in previous projects. I have 
found that I would like to incorporate some of the three dimensionality seen SunnyHill’s structure, 
but in a way that would be achievable through the use of the university’s rudimentary CNC 
machine and of which avoids the limitations and downfalls of plywood.

One past project has deteriorated and de-laminated quickly due to the cut sides of ply being left 
exposed to the elements due to incorrect specified plywood being used

One of the previous structures from 2017 still yet to leave the carpark of the university workshop 
as of Dec 2019
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3. Design Approach
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PROGRAMME/BRIEF
In the world of high-tech metals and composites there are still major advantages to using timber 
both structurally and cosmetically, hence the abundance of timber structures found throughout 
New Zealand and over the world. When European settlers first moved here the primary building 
material was timber from native forests due to their ease of access locally vs. having to ship 
heavy materials from the motherland, and this tradition has remained strong ever since. To top off 
everything, timber absorbs CO2 from the atmosphere whilst other products emit CO2 into the 
atmosphere, leading to it being a more environmentally friendly option than concrete, steel and 
most other composites available today. 

The site chosen for the proposed pavilion was 596 Cowan Bay Rd, Pohuehue, north of Auckland. 
The site is shaped like an amphitheatre that catches the sun all day, sloping down to the North. 
My parents bought the site around six years ago with the intent to design and build a house and 
shed to live in and escape the city.

From the start of designing my parents’ house on this site, they have made mention of wanting 
to have a sheltered space away from the house for relaxation, contemplation, gatherings and 
observation of the view. The idea behind this was to create a structure that would allow for 
“dappled light as though you were sitting under a tree”, so that they would be able to spend time 
sheltered outside while still out in the environment away from the house. The structure will need to 
be designed to allow for as unrestricted views as possible of the coast while still providing shelter 
from the harsh direct light throughout the day.

Due to both the site shape and coastal location there is often a relatively strong breeze going 
down the hill from the SE, and some significant NW winds, depending upon the weather front 
coming off the coast. These almost constant coastal winds along with the site’s proximity to the 
coast have led to me wanting to investigate joints that would help me to reduce the amount of 
steel and adhesives used in the build to ensure the structure can endure the elements for as long 
as possible, while creating interesting shade and shadow effects. This problem of weathering 
has been a recurring problem faced by previous structure workshops where plywood hasn’t 
weathered well and rotted in areas, and most species of timber silver off when left uncoated and 
unmaintained in the harsh New Zealand climate.

Fig 6. Site location (red outline) showing view 25° from North (red line)View from the proposed pavilion, including rendered to-be-built house
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Site as of March 2019
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INITIAL CONCEPTS
The early concepts for the pavilion were primarily looking into the form that could be achieved 
through the use of solid timber, they weren’t necessarily looking at how the joinery could be 
modernised in the first instance and were more of a form-finding experiment. The question of 
modernising traditional joinery would develop and be further explored further along the conceptual 
stage as my question grew and developed throughout the year. Throughout the design and 
development process I had to especially consider the practicality of each of the spaces both to 
create and to use at the end.

Each model marked by a star was considered to be the better picks of the bunch and were 
carried forwards in either development of the concept, or in thinking of how aspects could work 
for other concepts.
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Initial consideration of Chidori joinery and how the underlying grid form could be played with to 
achieve different forms

A mix between 1 & 2, also looking at how shelter could be achieved. The structure was 
considered too chunky

A further experiment with Chidori and far thinner members, rotated 45° to explore the 
triangulated form that would result. The small members were too dense to form a wall section

Firewood stack taken from Kengo Kuma exploring how to stack timber to create an organic 
shell-like structure. I learnt that despite the stacking method, it would still require reducing the 

outlook significantly

Consideration of angled roof panels that sit in line with the wall structure, the back wall angled 
back with louvres followed the wall members in two directions

Exploration of how the wall and roof structure could seamlessly flow and bend through the 
structure to create a uniform system

Similar to left, but with a vertical arrangement of the back wall

Exploring the concept of having all the structure being a repeated form that could potentially 
become modular. Learnt that this roof form would create good shading, but didn’t really explore 

any significant jointing methods

Original concepts at the top of the hill

In the early stages the intention was to build at the top of the hill because it had the best views. 
Due to the installation of two 25,000L water tanks right on the peak it was then moved down 
slightly and required a dugout retaining for the majority of the structures considered. These early 
mock ups were adapted from precedents and were used to visualise how they could be adapted 
to suit.
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Exploring forms from a repetitive diagonal system

Relatively early in the design phase I found that I wanted to pursue a repetitive diagonal system 
of one diagonal and one vertical, similar to that found in BEDA’s Light pavilion. Card models with 
pen lines for structure worked well as quick form finders to explore ideas in three dimensions that 
would be otherwise difficult to draw and visualise on paper.

Moved the build site from the top of the hill

Initially the structure had been planned to be erected at the top of the hill where the outlook 
spanned almost 270°, but was always affected by the strong coastal winds and a long walk up 
a steep slope. The proposed site for the pavilion has since been changed numerous times to its 
final site to the South West of the existing shed and proposed to-be-built house as shown. From 
this final chosen site the main outlook is almost directly 25° from North between some trees and 
over the top of the proposed house’s roof.

This change of site affected the type of structures that would be achievable due to the steeper 
slope requiring more significant site works to alter the landscape to suit and to gain access, but 
ultimately should allow for more free designs as the structure will be more sheltered from the 
winds, along with not being affected aesthetically by adjacent water tanks.

Considering how the chosen structural system could be 
altered to become non-square and open out to the view

Exploring how to strengthen the wall to roof connection with 
gussets

Considering overhangs/cantilevered roof section. Can see in 
this model that the corner of the roof is sagging

Exploring the non-square aspect of the form to follow the 
diagonal wall members

Exploring how the vertical members could possibly be fixed to 
the diagonals when they aren’t able to run full heights

Looking into access and whether having the space divided up 
with offset and smaller openings would work to alter the cave 

or tunnel-like appearance of the other conceptsSite plan showing move from top to middle of site
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CHOSEN CONCEPT & PROPOSAL

Principles & advantages of a triangulated structure

Through testing and trialling it was found that using vertical and diagonal members to create the 
structure allowed for cross bracing, especially when used in conjunction with a corner where the 
wall structure is able to bend around and the diagonal can change direction. Conventional timber 
framing usually requires the fixing of a sheet material to achieve the bracing, and/or adding in 
diagonal straps to decrease the chance of racking. While this works well and is fast to construct 
on a standard building site, it doesn’t allow for the framing itself to be expressed, as it is always 
covered over and hidden. The use of the CNC machine should be able to help me achieve the 
same type of speed and increased accuracy, while requiring less hours to achieve, especially with 
complex geometries like those being considered.

To aid in the creation of my structure I looked into the joints that would be possible to create using 
the CNC machine. This choice of joint would narrow down the design choices and inform the 
remainder of the structural decisions. I initially looked into many joints ranging from simple finger, 
pin or dove tail joints through to chidori, mortice and tenons and even the complex Jigoku-Gumi. 
In the end I decided to further pursue the lap joint, due to my better designs relying on a repetitive 
diagonal and vertical system and the simplicity it should bring. The email from Cass highlights the 
structural implications of the lap joint, but I would need to persevere through testing the joint myself 
and minimise the cut depth on each member to verify this thinking

Refined models based on chosen original concepts 
Re-making some of the original concepts was necessary to see how they would really look when 
built to scale, as a thin pen line could grow immensely when allowing for the structural strength 
required
The first model was created by hand using basswood cut into thin strips, but due to the time 
required and inability to gain an accurate scale the remaining were CAD modelled and 3D printed

Angled structure developed, note the pen as a counterweight  
at the back due to the inherent instability of this top heavy form

Further exploring the non-square form at a realistic scale. 
Found that the form was less usable as other ideas due to the 

narrowing at the end

Using parallel walls to create a tunnel to direct the users views 
down the hill and across the bay. While this was an effective 
use of the roof and walls, it limited the usable internal space

Exploring the offset mirrored triangles with one large joined 
roof. I liked how this was able to increase the usable space 

within, while reducing the wall density

Exploring the strength of the structure and the pattern 
created by the chevron of diagonal wall members forming a 

triangulated cross bracing

Using two mirrored elements to create a structure with 
symmetrical shadow behaviour. Found that because of the 
direction of the roof panels, the shade only worked during 

the middle of the day effectively, and that they would work far 
better if turned around

Quick sketches considering strengths of a minimal lap joint Email from Cass highlighting the structural implications of a half lap joint
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CCTV Headquarters by OMA, 2012

The CCTV Headquarters in Beijing, China has joined two leaning towers together through a 
perpendicular 75 metre cantilever. To achieve the structural necessities for the extreme cantilever 
the structure becomes far denser in areas of higher stress, allowing the rest of the building 
where there is far less load to become more open and freer. This structural system has been 
emphasised through the mirroring of the structural elements onto the façade, highlighting the 
design of the structural system7. Despite the façade only mirroring the structural system this is 
still an interesting proposition of showing off the major structural components and would be an 
interesting approach to take on my timber pavilion where any strength is needed seeing as there 
are no walls to hide any structure behind in my current design.

7 “CCTV Headquarters / OMA” 

Fig 7. Aerial view of the CCTV headquarters building showing the added structure around the 
corners and high load areas

The idea of adding in structure where needed

There was a question of the forces involved and whether the thin sticks would be able to support 
the weight when it came to the higher load areas. Due to this it was considered to create a 
repetitive sub-pattern within the main structure to add in more strength where required similar to 
both the CCTV Headquarters and TOD’s Omotesando Building

TOD’s Omotesando Building by Toyo Ito, 2004

The TOD’s Omotesando building in Tokyo is particularly interesting to my research due to the 
structural form which multiplies the higher it gets, like a tree growing thinner towards the top. 
The decision for this was chosen to allow as much translucency and light transmittance within 
the building and allowed for a lighter structure overall by only adding structural mass as needed 
by overlapping tree silhouettes to influence the form due to trees inherent structural ability8. This 
outcome is valuable to my thesis due to the ideology of retaining an overall light structure by 
increasing strength only where needed to allow for the structure to remain strong enough to 
withstand the wind loads and weight of the roof’s span while attempting to keep the void to solid 
ratio.

8 “TOD’S Omotesando Building | Toyo Ito & Associates, Architects”

Fig 8. Paper diagram showing the folding of tree silhouettes to create the structure Fig 9. View of TOD’s Omotesando Building from the road
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40x40mm  – Considering how to semi-enclose the structure, 
while opening it out to the view and the first consideration of 
how to morph the landscape to suit. This approach worked 

surprisingly well in the solar studies, and I found that the 
shadows from one triangle would effectively shade the seating 
under the opposite structure and vice versa depending on the 
time of the day. The addition of extra mini structure was added 

to consider the visual impact and as a test to see whether 
the extra material would actually strengthen the roof to wall 

connections

40x40mm – considering how the triangles would work with 
a roof overhead across the centre. Found that to achieve this 

one triangle would have to have the opposite angle of diagonal 
members to allow for all of the roof panels to face in the 

same direction. This would only be properly effective in either 
morning or afternoon depending on the orientation however. 
It also led to considering how to create the span across the 
entranceway, and whether the small members added would 
actually increase the strength enough to form a beam of sorts 

across the entranceway

40x40mm – Rectangular form. Similar to top right in the idea 
of creating extra space and opening up the view, but I also 

came across the same problems of needing to consider how 
to span the opening with adding in extra structure where I 

thought it may be needed

40x40mm – Developed concept of the middle bottom image 
with the offset parallel walls, but flipped to face the other 

direction. Thinner 40x40mm members were added instead to 
reduce the solid to void ratio of the walls

40x40mm Non-mirrored triangles. First consideration of 
incorporating the seating into a sort of retaining which allowed 
for the structure to be lower in the landscape and reduce the 
visual impact, while allowing for a larger flat area for gatherings 

within

40x40mm – Rectangular form with a triangular right wall. This 
was found to have been the best approach for the spanning 

of the roof section as it would allow for minimal disturbances at 
seating level, while adding a continuous member diagonally up 
to support the middle roof panels, this did however lower the 

entranceway head height

Iterations of chosen concept

Up until now, all the models and concepts had been created relatively two dimensionally due to 
the idea of utilising a standard half lap joint. This however needed to change to accommodate 
the idea of using either a far shallower lap joint, or even considering using some other jointing 
technique to hold the two members together. On top of this, the structures member sizing had 
been changed around from varying timber sizes such as 50x50mm to 80x80mm for added 
strength, and then here I considered the usage of 40x40mm timber members for a more delicate 
approach with an increased void to solid ratio. During this exploration the major concerns were 
structural strength and whether this would be a large enough piece of timber to effectively support 
whatever design was taken forwards

50x50mm - Using the design of the timber 
model created before to scale the timber into 

CAD

80x80mm – exploring the leaning diagonal 
concept with how the verticals could connect 

with the half lap. This would probably have 
needed the thick timber members to ensure 

stability

80x80mm – taking the idea of separating 
vertical and diagonal members in the wall but 

having them on alternate sides. This led to 
needing to twist the roof panels so that on 

the left they connect to the wall via a diagonal 
member, but on the right, connects to the 
vertical as the diagonal member is behind 
the vertical. Primarily considered this to see 

whether the folded roof panel would increase 
strength of the roof and allow for an increased 
span but the joint in the middle proved to be 

problematic

80x80mm – similar to the left concept in 
separating the vertical and diagonal wall 

members, but mirroring them to allow for both 
ends to connect to the diagonal member. Also 
offset the parallel walls in an attempt to make 
the square form less bus sheltery, while still 
directing the views down the hill to the coast

80x80mm – exploring how seating could 
be created using the same method of 

construction of the walls with the vertical and 
diagonals. This look ended up looking relatively 

boring being only one segment tall

80x80mm – mirrored and separated triangles 
to allow for a larger gathering space within, 
while keeping the overall structure’s footprint 
small as before, still need to consider flipping 
the walls and roof to shade the other sides
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Experimentation and contemplation of a roof type

Consideration of many factors from exposure to the elements, lightness/light transmittance 
to create shade/shadow, strength/ability to free span was taken into account throughout the 
structure’s design process. The choice of roof would ultimately be the key design decision, and 
as such the chosen design would have to ultimately be designed to ensure a successful pavilion. 

Option 1: Plywood roof panels

Plywood roof panels were initially considered due to the ease of creation. Depending on how I 
programmed the cut files I could easily change the strength of the connections with various types 
of joints from a simple finger joint, dovetail, lap, or even combinations such as finger tenons. This 
had been expanded further to consider creating a Z shaped roof panel where the top and bottom 
would have an upturn to mimic acting like a wide beam and stopping the sheet from sagging in 
the middle. This solid ply panel meant that it would in effect become a thin and large sail-like panel, 
and I would need to consider perforating it to allow wind through

Perforating ply with patterns

This type of design would have allowed for a portion of the wind hitting the sail-like solid panel 
to pass through, while creating an interesting shadow effect as shown in Yusef’s 2013 thesis 
structure. Due to the nature of plywood and the CNC machine being used it would have been 
quick to mill using sheets of plywood on the CNC router to produce fully finished roof panels. 
However, it would be less practical for the roof in my structure as it would require a lot more edge 
protection on each of the cut surfaces to ensure that the ply wouldn’t de-laminate, even though 
all the cut surfaces would be on angles and therefore shouldn’t allow water to sit.

Fig 10. Dappled light through Yusef Patel’s 2013 thesis structure

Zhengbang Liu’s thesis structure viewed during the 4th years Henderson High School visit

Early plywood finger joint mock-up
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Option 3: Screwed/bolted together Sudare-like screen roof

To achieve the width of each roof panel so far I found that I would be able to use 9 individual 
40x40mm members with a 10mm gap between each to effectively achieve the desired 440mm 
depth. Through testing I found I could easily drill a slightly oversized hole through every roof 
member and put a threaded rod through the middle to bolt it all together. I had originally wanted to 
try a solid spacer between members to keep with the all timber goal I had originally been aiming 
for, but when researching materials to use I found some offcuts of 19mm OD tube that worked 
perfectly and allowed the recessing of the tube 5mm on each side of the timber to lock the 
material together solidly and in-line, unlike when using a 10mm long tube which left the members 
free to float around. This would still have allowed for the 10mm gap between panels, but wouldn’t 
have looked as good as a final product as it wouldn’t have held each member together as 
a panel. I also found that due to removing 1/5 of the timber to create the gap between I had 
effectively lightened each roof panel by 1/5.

Fig 11. Traditional Sudare screen blinds

Option 2: Laminated solid timber

Using a solid laminated panel for the roof was considered as it should perform externally better 
than ply. However, being still glued together I didn’t want to risk de-lamination in the elements, as 
there wasn’t any easy way to put a threaded rod through the entire panel. The solid panel style 
also wouldn’t achieve any shadow effects being one solid panel unless I cut into the panel

I have used this method of joining timber numerous times in the past for indoor timber furniture, as 
shown on the right. These pictures were taken during the table top creation of my coffee table in 
the 2018 semester 1 Material Fabrication paper

Using large clamps and PVA glue to glue together boards to form a panel

Planing the laminated panel through a thicknesser to thin and even the laminated boards before 
final sanding

Close-up of how the spacer would lock the two members together

Original prototype of the Sudare screen panel
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Clear plastic models exploring final variations

By this stage I was clear on the structural system I was going to use, but needed to explore 
the arrangement and composition of structure to create the most aesthetic form, while retaining 
structural stability

Considering wrapping the structure around the back Structure coming to a point at the front and the back

Negating the need for wrapping the structure in the weaker 
entranceway

Exploring wrapping the structure around a wall in one 
continuous flow

Looking at adding in structure at the point in-case extra 
strength is required

Emphasising the triangulated structure by having the front 
corner be separated from the rest of the structure

Final roof type

I finally chose the Sudare roof type with hollow tube spacers because it ultimately fit in with 
the methodology of employing smaller timber members. I had originally discarded this type of 
materiality as I didn’t believe that the thin members would be able to span such large distances, 
but by using the stainless rod down the middle of the roof members I created a panel that acted 
like a deep, albeit angled, set of beams between walls that should resist the gravitational and wind 
forces sufficiently.

Sketch by Andrew illustrating sudare roof idea with a rod holding it togetherEmail with Cass (black me - red Cass)
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Mirrored triangles vs. rectangle

After exploring the arrangements of structure with the folded plastic models I was left with two 
options to choose from.

Option 1 - Mirrored triangles
I found that while aesthetically the mirrored triangles gave a strong symmetrical style with the 
repetitive joints and members in the walls, they were still interesting to look at. The shape and size 
of the diagonal wall members morphed and changed depending on the angle of the viewer and 
would create an interesting play on the structural members’ sizing, forming interesting shadows 
throughout the day. By the nature of the square form allowing for seating all the way around it was 
also more group focused for gatherings, around the fireplace creating a sense of atmosphere 
and togetherness.
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Option 2 - Rectangle

The rectangular form on the other hand had an underlying lack of strength and minimal seating 
due to the nature of the form, while also losing out to views. Because of the underlying wall system 
this concept still had the same interesting geometries, albeit less evident than in the mirrored 
triangles. However, due to all the roof panels facing the same way the walls also had to do the 
same, and thus lost the interesting chevron patterns and the growing and shrinking of elements  
that the mirrored triangles had. The more simplistic split of the earth however would accentuate 
the structure more than the mirrored triangles  where the retaining surrounds the structure wholly.
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Pro vs Cons of each by Andrew

Pros and Cons of each:

I had always liked the aesthetic form of option 1 the most, with interesting angles and views being 
created, while also allowing for the best shading within the structure. When the final decision 
had to be made as to which I was going to continue forwards with it was found that the mirrored 
triangles also had far more pros than the rectangular form, while having very similar cons. After 
much deliberation and discussion with Cass and Andrew we all decided to pursue the mirrored 
triangles concept further as this looked to have the most promise both structurally and for the 
end usage.

Email from Cass in the early stages of considering both options. Email from Cass relating to Opt 2 and how it would need to be tweaked substantially to be strong enough Email from Cass relating to Opt 1 explaining how it is structurally better than 
Opt 2 and confirming some timber member sizes
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Considerations of wall bracing

Cass suggested during a group phone call to consider looking at Taranaki Cathedral’s proposed 
redevelopment and to consider potentially adding in panels of structure in a similar fashion. 
After consideration I explored both vertical and diagonal panelling through modelling, but in the 
end it didn’t add all that much extra strength and reduced the lightness of the overall structure 
immensely, reducing the void to structure ratio again.

Fig 12. Internal perspective of the proposed Taranaki Cathedral 
redevelopment

Diagonal bracing on mirrored triangles (opt 1.) Vertical bracing on mirrored triangles (opt. 1)

Development of structure - Consultations with Cass

Concerns over roof panels sagging

Each roof panel effectively forms a large and deep beam tilted on an angle. Because of this 
angle, bearers were added to try and stop any lateral translation of these panels, while keeping 
the structure looking as though each roof hoop is one continuous piece. This brought forward 
concerns over the jointing method that these would use to remain strong enough to serve their 
purpose. It was found that the main methods of attachment would be either a threaded rod 
epoxied into the ends of each member, dowels, long screws or a lap joint into the diagonal. This 
all needed to be further investigated for each method’s varying pros and cons

Diagonal bracing on rectangle (opt. 2)

Physical model exploring horizontal bearers

Digital testing placements of horizontal bearers
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Concerns about the tightness of the lap joint

Cass was worried about the tightness of the lap joint and whether the minimal 5mm lap would be 
enough. Through testing I found that the CNC router would be able to cut the same joint exactly 
to size every time with minimal tolerance vs cutting by hand which could easily be .5mm off and 
thus loose, which in turn would mean the structure would wobble and not be as stable. To add 
to the strength it was considered to add in a countersunk barrel nut with bolt to hold the lapped 
timber joint together instead of a large ugly bolt so you would only see a small silver disk on either 
side. Cass however suggested to look at the Spax 70mm decking screws which could be used 
from the outside to hold the two together so that there are no ugly details on the inside of the 
diagonal piece and from the outside there are just lots of small 5mm disks from the head of each 
screw. Due to the nature of the decking screw being designed with two sets of threads of slightly 
different pitch the screw effectively pulls both members together forming this extra tight lap joint

Sketch by Andrew

First test of a lap joint showing clean cut that enables accuracy and tightness First lap test on the university CNC router to ensure a tight lap joint could be achievedExploring how a barrel nut would workExploded diagram exploring the lap joint
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
I have chosen to continue the lineage of past timber structures and use solid timber for its inherent 
advantages over metal in a coastal environment, and choosing to use an engineered timber like 
Abodo or Accoya, allows for even more structural stability without the need for harmful chemicals 
such as CCA (Chromated Copper Arsenate), which is banned in many European countries2. For 
my structure, I had researched and considered many different species and types of timber but 
have chosen to use Abodo. It is not as expensive as Accoya due to it being heat treated instead 
of acetylated, but for non-ground contact, is effectively similar enough in terms of longevity and 
strength3. Another benefit found while testing the Abodo timber on the CNC router is that it is 
relatively soft (even compared to standard pine) and therefore is very easy and fast to mill on the 
CNC router

Traditionally another con of timber is the movement from dry to wet seasons due to the timber 
structure being able to absorb and disperse moisture, especially if used outside permanently 
without a roof to shelter the structure. This was yet another advantage of Abodo, due to it being 
heat treated in a specific manner so as to permanently alter the timber’s chemical and physical 
properties4 

Due to the nature of treatment, Abodo Vulcan timber is roughly two to three  times more expensive 
than its treated pine counterpart

2 Beder and Hall, Treated Timber,Ticking Time-bomb, 6
3 Ben Campbell, method of personal communication to author; May 30, 2019
4 “Vulcan Thermally Modified Timber”, 1

Vulcan 
Thermally Modified Timber
What is it?

Vulcan products are made from thermally modified (TMT) 
clears grade FSC certified New Zealand radiata pine. Thermal 
modification dramatically increases the durability and stability of 
wood and results in an aesthetically pleasing brown colouration 
– effectively creating a new sustainable, environmentally friendly 
timber species.

Thermal modification is achieved simply by using steam and high 
temperatures in excess of 200 degrees Celsius. The real trick 
to the process is in the cooling and reconditioning phase. This is 
achieved by using purpose-built computer-controlled kilns that 
ensure every stick of timber is modified to the correct specification 
and quality. At the end of the process the chemical and physical 
properties have been permanently changed.

Thermal modification process in a nutshell

Phase 1   Kiln is slowly elevated in temperature until the moisture 
content of the wood is essentially zero %. The wood 
in the kiln is then heated further until it reaches the 
desired modification temperature- in most cases 230 
degrees Celsius for outdoor end use applications.

Phase 2   The Kiln is held at the modification temperature for a 
prescribed time to achieve full modification. This time is 
the critical point in the process.

Phase 3  The Kiln is allowed to cool, and the wood is 
reconditioned with steam (we bring the moisture 
content back to around 7%). Once cool enough the 
wood can be extracted from the kiln.

Features

–  Beautiful chocolate brown colour (will weather to grey if left 
uncoated).

–  Naturally durable in above ground exterior applications = no 
chemical preservatives required = friendly to people and the 
planet.

–  50% less swelling and shrinkage than radiata pine = more 
stable and less movement in service.

–  Extractives and resins driven out of the wood = reduced resin 
bleed in service.

–  Improved thermal properties = 20-30% better thermal 
performance than radiata pine.

–  Clears grade timber in long lengths = less wastage during 
installation.

–  Made from New Zealand plantation timber = a truly renewable, 
carbon negative building product.

Quick reference specifications guide

Product options Vulcan (stain/oil finish – engineered vertical grain)

Vulcan Primed (paint finish – flat sawn)

Sawn sizes (mm)  100x25, 150x25, 200x25, 150x38, 200x38 (other sizes 
available on request)

Lengths 3.6, 3.9, 4.2, 4.5, 4.8m (subject to availability)

Grade Select

Species Radiata Pine

Treatment Thermally Modified TMT230

Origin North Island, New Zealand

Sustainability FSC® certified- mixed, CoC No.: SGS-COC-004944

Dry density ~430 kg/m3

Moisture content at mill ~7%

Durability  Class 1 (EN335). Field tested at SCION Rotorua. More durable 
than Macrocarpa (Cupressus macrocarpa) heartwood and 
H3.1 LOSP treated radiata pine. Suitable for exterior above 
ground vertical applications requiring minimum 15 year service 
life in low-moderate decay situations eg: joinery, cladding, 
screening, fascia

Expected exterior above ground 
service life

Up to 30 years or more when properly installed and maintained

Warranty 15 years against fungal attack (subject to terms and conditions)

Approx expansion when wet (from 
7% MC to fibre saturation point)

  Tangental 2.5-3.0%, Radial 1.5-2.0%, Longitudinal 0.25% 

Compatibility  Non-corrosive to most metals including aluminium. Use hot dip 
galvanised or stainless steel fixings for exterior applications

Fixings  Nail hold strength same as for radiata pine (JD4). Screw hold 
strength reduced by around 20% (JD4-JD5)

Gluing  Normal PVA, PU, MUF glues and RF resins can be used

pH (indicative) 3.9

Hardness Medium-Low (3.5kN Janka)

Thermal properties ~0.099 W/mK /~R1.35 per 25mm thickness

Characteristic structural 
properties (clear sap wood)

 Stiffness (MoE) 8GPa, Bending strength (MoR) 50MPa

Weathering  Flat sawn boards will exhibit some surface cracking with 
exposure to weather

Workability  Excellent machinability. Timber exhibits reduced splitting 
strength, therefore care should be taken to use sharp tools and 
pre-drill fixings. Fine dust is created from machining so good 
extraction is required

Coating  Takes most oil and water borne coatings well, absorption rates 
tend to be higher

 
P +64 9 249 0100
E info@abodo.co.nz

W abodo.co.nz 

Cell structure – 
thermally modified 
timber

Cell structure – 
normal kiln dried 
timber

Abodo Vulcan

© Adodo Wood Ltd | Fact Sheet No. 14 Version Aug 17Carefully Crafted Timber

Fig 13. Datasheet provided by Abodo4

The great retaining wall debate

By this stage I had to consider how to make a retaining wall 
that allows for free draining seating and the structure to be well 
anchored while ensuring the sleek look remains. I explored 
numerous systems, while trying to consider how they would 
be able to practically be implemented on my site.

The initial idea was to create a retaining wall for the cut out seating area 
and then a concrete ring footing for the structure to sit on. It was decided 

that due to the tolerances required that pouring a slab in situ would be 
too difficult and would create more problems than it would solve

Left circle showing concrete 
footing with right circle showing 

traditional timber retaining
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Due to the design of the landscaped area I decided instead to look 
into using steel I beams and retaining planks between them to create 

the retaining wall quickly in a modular way. This still required half of 
the structure to be seated on a concrete base, but I had decided to 
test a custom L bracket that would bolt down onto the concrete and 
remove the need for tight tolerances when pouring. This would be 
duplicated for the timber retaining with the L brackets being bolted 

onto a top plate above the top vertical plank

I beams with 
retaining 
between

The final decision was to create a traditional timber retaining wall and 
use custom Z shape brackets to attach the structure to the retaining. 
This allowed for the most flexibility in creation and also would ensure 
that if anything had moved some simple packers could be utilised to 

square up the structure in relation to the base.

The main detail left to decide was 
how to create the front corner 

without exposing any end grain
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Full coverage roof or a hole in the middle

The open hole through the roof was swapped out for a full coverage roof with stronger uniformity 
and a much more coherent language. Initially the hole in the roof was for the smoke of the fire pit, 
but it was decided that it wouldn’t be needed with a smaller fire pit, especially as if a large fire that 
required the hole was lit, we’d have more problems than just the smoke escaping.

This was further explored through looking into the Nordic Pavilion in Venice by Sverre Fehn9. The 
aesthetic advantages of the full coverage roof over hole in the middle is the powerful atmosphere 
created with the repetitive lines in the ceiling created by the repetitive concrete fins, in a similar way 
to my bearers and roof panels

9 Neveu, “On Stories: Architecture and Identity”, 5

Fig 14. Internal view of the Nordic Pavilion in Venice by Sverre Fehn

Corten retaining panels

Corten weathering steel was originally intended to be used as the retaining wall to allow for a 
naturally weathering earthy element to split the earth where my pavilion would rise out of the 
ground. However, we decided not to continue using it for retaining due to the engineer Cass’ 
advice. However, we still wanted to achieve the same effect and as such decided to take Cass’ 
advice to create a timber retaining wall and use it as faux retaining and make it into just decorative 
panelling under the seating area. 

This change didn’t last however due to numerous reasons:
•	 Worried about clothes touching the exposed Corten and becoming stained
•	 Cost incentive with alternatives coming out far cheaper
•	 Needed to create a timber retaining wall around the perimeter to attach the panels to either 

way

Because of this I decided to change to a stain instead to hide the split and emphasise the 
structure more, even with the exposed retaining and seating area. I needed to do colour testing 
further on to see what works the best for this combination
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Final architectural formCOWAN BAY PAVILION PROPOSAL

Explanation of final design

The form aimed to create a meeting/gathering area where my parents are able to socialise with 
friends and family outdoors away from the to-be-built house and enjoy both the views outside far 
away and firepit within. With the chosen option I was able to allow for an inclusive seating area 
that wrapped around 300deg and with the relatively lightweight wall structure, still allowed for 
unrestricted views of Cowan Bay, the harbour and the to-be-built house.

The final design aims to hack the CNC machine to allow for utilisation in ways that haven’t been 
trialed before on such rudimentary machines. The use of CAD has aided in the design to allow for 
smaller members to be used by allowing for an increase in tolerance where traditionally members 
would be required to be oversized to overcompensate for less precise techniques and fasteners.

Through this use of CAD software I have also been able to accurately model the sun/shadow 
paths over the structure and have thus altered the design to allow for maximum shading: The 
Eastern roof side allows for shading inside the structure from mid-morning to noon, when the 
Western roof form takes over, keeping inside the structure shaded until the evening when the 
roles are reversed and the fire pit radiates out and the structure allows for the play of shadows to 
occur outside of the pavilion, warping and twisting the shadows of the otherwise perfectly straight 
wall members with the flickering of the flame within.

Render showing final design situated on the site including earthworks
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Plan

Roof plan Section through retaining and roof

Roof hoops laid out for member identificationReflected ceiling plan
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4. Pavilion Construction Process
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Funding and costing

Unlike previous years’ thesis structures built for an organisation or school, there wasn’t any 
specific funding for my structure. The main goal I had throughout linked into my initial question of 
allowing smaller timber member sizes, and was just to produce the best structure possible with 
minimal timber, and therefore also for a minimal cost as I knew that this would turn out to be the 
most expensive aspect of the build. However, further through the project the WIDE foundation 
approved funding for my project to claim back all expenses that weren’t generously covered by 
other sources. Despite this, I generally contacted numerous companies to get a broad scope of 
the costs and to ensure I wasn’t paying too much for any particular item.

Hardware and tool usage would not be counted as a part of the cost as it was counted into the 
4th  year timber tech course and was supplied by the university’s workshop.

PLANNING AND LOGISTICS
Following on the lineage of built structures produced at the university since 2012, the worked 
structure was built as a 1:1 scale demonstration of how the fabrication methodology can be 
applied. To achieve this I, with the help of Matt Liggins, lead a group of 4th year students in 
the ARCHHGEN742 elective to help with the fabrication and construction of the structure. This 
process of construction has been running in-line with the thesis topic since 2012 with the aim of 
allowing the students to consider and understand the topics of timber building and to experience 
timber construction through the built structure, while providing much needed assistance to the 
thesis students’ projects on time. This year, unlike previous years there were only nine students in 
the 4th year class, which turned out to be a good number considering there was also only my one 
structure to build, unlike previous years where there were normally two in parallel, and too many 
hands would have lead to students not having jobs to complete.

Fig 15. Talking to 4th years about their own design project brief and my pavilion which they will 
aid in the creation of. Image: Matt Liggins Instagram. Used with permission.

Final cost breakdown of the entire structure

Item Price each Quantity Total Cost

Jig:
12mm MDF baseboard Sponsored 1 Free UoA
4*2 timber from Dorien 5 4 20 Me - Cash to Dorien

Structure:
42x42mm Timber from Abodo ($/m) 5.96 460.8
180x42mm Timber from Abodo ($/m) 29.44 27
Delivery 200
Total Abodo order 4302.44 Parents

Resene Furniture and Decking Oil (10L pails) Sponsored 3 Free Resene
Black stain for retaining (10L) Sponsored 2 Free Resene
Screws Sponsored Free Spax
Threaded rod for roof panels Andrew Free Andrew
Nuts and washers for end of threaded rod on roof panels 13.34 Me - Hardie Fasteners
19mm SS Pipe + cutting (Roof panel spacers) 4.9625 12 77.68 Me - Wakefield Metals
Paint brushes (10 pack) 13.76 1 13.76 Me - Mitre 10
Turps 4.98 1 4.98 Me - Mitre 10
Laser cut metal corner brackets 124.11 Me - Precision Laser Cutting Ltd
Hot dip Galv 69 Me- Galvanizing Services (Onehunga)

Site/Foundations:
Retaining
OG 4* 3.5m 150x50 H4 (Price /LM) 4.9 14 68.6 Me - Bunnings

150x50 H4 (Price/LM) 4.85 54
100x75 H4 Posts (3m) 16.13 9
Second lot retaining (total incl gst) 468.13 Parents - ITM

Decking timber 1.56 (excl. GST) 78.9 132.47 Parents - Bunnings
Concrete Parents
Metal for Z brackets 30 Me - UoA Online creative store

Bolts/screws Sponsored Free Spax
Gravel Parents Free Parents - build leftovers
Plastic stone holder with weed mat 62.02 4 248.08 Parents - Mitre 10
Finishing stones on floor of seating area (per bag) 8 16 128 Parents - Central Landscaping Supplies
Firepit 299 1 299 Parents - Mitre 10
Total: 5999.59
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Sponsorship and freebies

Due to the nature of the project I was given deals, samples and freebies by some generous 
companies.

Abodo timber discount
I knew that the timber would constitute a major portion of the built cost. Because of this I decided 
that I would first have to find and confirm the exact timber that I would be using and ensure that I 
would be able to use a standard size instead of being forced to pay extra for a non-standard size, 
or for cutting excess away to shrink a member down to the size I had specified.
For my project, Abodo was unable to sponsor me with free timber, but instead gave me a special 
price to help me complete the structure
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Resene

In previous years, sponsorship was sought from both Resene and Dulux. I contacted both 
companies enquiring about sponsorship for my structure and both were willing to help, however 
Resene’s line of Woodsman oils was suggested as a next-best replacement to Abodo’s Sioo:X by 
Abodo. Resene’s main requirement for sponsorship was that only Resene products were used 
for coatings/stains, which initially was a problem due to them not having a released version of faux 
rust effect like Dulux, but Karen informed me that there was a pre-production run that I would be 
able to test. This never ended up being needed however, as I decided upon using a stain for the 
retaining instead. 

For my project Resene helped by sponsoring the initial test pots as well as the final required 30L 
of Furniture and Decking Oil and 20L of black Woodsman oil stain
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Spax

Both Andrew and Cass had suggested to look into the Spax line of fasteners due to their quality 
and range of products. Since none of the previous structures had used Spax screws, my initial 
contact with Spax was to call their office and ask if I could pick up some samples. While I was 
there they were exceptionally helpful and gave me a wide range of screws to trial for all the various 
joints where I needed, or thought I may need, screws. 

For my project Spax helped by providing me with all the screws and driver bits required to 
assemble both the pavilion, and the retaining structure.

Spax booth at the Placemakers trade show where Luke (right) and I discussed the use of the 
Spax screws in my project
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Cr
e Shadow Pavilion
Enter Company Name in cell B2. 4th Year Crit week

Enter the name of the Project Lead in cell B3. Enter the Project Start date in cell E3. Pooject Start: label is in cell C3.
Dylan Waddell

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Break 1 Break 2 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12 Week 13 Week 14 Week 15
T
h

1

C 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
T
hi TASK ASSIGNED

TO PROGRESS START END DAYS M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S

C
el Design Thesis presentations

C
el Finalised design D 100% 7/12/19 7/13/19 2 NZIA Student awards

R
o Details for engineer D 100% 7/13/19 7/16/19 4 Modos

Draft cutting list D 100% 8/2/19 8/4/19 3

Full drawing set D 100% 8/1/19 9/15/19 46

Design for transport D 100% 8/19/19 9/11/19 24

Design laser cut metal pieces D 100% 8/20/19 8/30/19 11

T
h Prototyping

Prototyping jigs D,J 100% 7/29/19 8/13/19 16

Prototyping joints D,J 100% 7/29/19 8/18/19 21

Diagonal to vertical 100% 8/1/19 8/9/19 9

Roof sudare to diagonal 100% 8/7/19 8/16/19 10

Sudare threaded rod to make panel 100% 8/12/19 8/13/19 2

Footing & connection to ground 100% 8/2/19 9/11/19 41

Horiz bearer to diagonal 100% 8/12/19 8/17/19 6

Sudare panel to horiz bearer 100% 8/12/19 8/17/19 6

Corner Joint 100% 8/5/19 8/9/19 5

Calculating total timber lengths needed D 100% 8/12/19 8/14/19 3

Developed cutting list D 100% 8/12/19 8/30/19 19

Sample phase title blockBuild

Order timber - lead time 1 week D 100% 8/14/19 8/23/19 10

Make Jigs D,J 100% 8/15/19 8/27/19 13

Test cuts using jigs D,J 100% 8/16/19 8/29/19 14

Machine timber to size (walls) C, D, J 100% 8/26/19 8/27/19 2

CNC cutting wall pieces D 100% 8/30/19 9/3/19 5

Cut end angles into finished walls D 100% 9/10/19 9/11/19 2

Roof panels cutting angles D 100% 9/11/19 9/13/19 3

Cutting bearers to length and then end angleD 100% 9/13/19 9/17/19 5

Cutting slot into base of verticals for footingsD 100% 9/18/19 9/20/19 3 4th years mid crit

Pre drill ends of roof panels C 100% 9/26/19 9/27/19 2

Pre drill diagonal wall members D 100% 9/18/19 9/18/19 1

Pre drill holes in bearers D 100% 9/18/19 9/18/19 1

Holesaw other side of roof members C 100% 9/19/19 9/19/19 1

Making SS pipe spacers D, C 100% 9/19/19 10/2/19 14

Paint/stain D, C 100% 9/23/19 9/26/19 4

Dry assemble walls C 100% 9/30/19 9/30/19 1

Finishing touches to walls D 100% 10/4/19 10/4/19 1

Machine timber to size (roof) D 100% 8/29/19 9/3/19 6

Roof panels CNC D 100% 9/3/19 9/10/19 8

Dry assemble roof panels C 100% 10/3/19 10/3/19 1

Full dry assembly C 100% 10/7/19 10/10/19 4

Dissasembly & prep. moving C 100% 10/14/19 10/15/19 2

Transport C 100% 10/17/19 10/17/19 1

Sample phase title blockSite work & assembly

Site prep O 100% 10/4/19 10/4/19 1

Pile holes drilled O 100% 10/4/19 10/4/19 1

Build retaining O 100% 10/4/19 10/4/19 1

Pour concrete O 100% 10/4/19 10/4/19 1

Assembly on site O 100% 10/9/19 10/31/19 23

Finishing retaining D 100% 10/31/19 1/14/20 76

Build seating D 100% 1/14/20 1/31/20 18

Final stain D, J 100% 1/31/20 2/6/20 7

This is an empty row Final 4th years crit

T
hi Insert new rows ABOVE this one

Key:

Dylan D Joel J

Class C Off-site workersO

Oct 28, 2019 Nov 4, 2019 Nov 11, 2019Oct 7, 2019 Oct 14, 2019 Oct 21, 2019Sep 2, 2019 Sep 9, 2019 Sep 16, 2019 Sep 23, 2019 Sep 30, 2019Aug 19, 2019 Aug 26, 2019

Fri, 7/12/2019

Jul 8, 2019 Jul 15, 2019 Jul 22, 2019 Jul 29, 2019

Project Start:

Display Week:
Aug 5, 2019 Aug 12, 2019

Final updated timeline showing actual build progress

Course timeline and gantt chart

To ensure that I finish the built structure on time I needed to think far in advance about what tasks 
were required and how long each may take, or else I could risk not finishing like Cheryl’s 2017 
structure. However, as I got close to the start of the build phase the initial timber tech course 
schedule kept changing drastically, with various delays and changes. Initially the first workshop 
session of 4th years was supposed to occur on the first Monday of week 4 but waiting on 
the engineer to confirm details and then waiting on the arrival of the timber ended up pushing 
everything back to starting on the Monday of week 6 instead where the students helped plane 
the timber down to 39.9mm for use during the break in the CNC jig.

Cr
ea Shadow Pavilion
Enter Company Name in cell B2. 4th Year Crit week

Enter the name of the Project Lead in cell B3. Enter the Project Start date in cell E3. Pooject Start: label is in cell C3.
Dylan Waddell

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Break 1 Break 2 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12
Th
e 

1

C 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Th
is TASK ASSIGNED

TO
PROGRESS START END DAYS M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S

C
ell Design

C
ell Finalised design D 100% 7/12/19 7/13/19 2

R
o Details for engineer D 100% 7/13/19 7/16/19 4

Draft cutting list 0% 7/31/19 8/2/19 3

Th
e Prototyping

Prototyping jigs D,J 75% 7/29/19 8/2/19 5

Prototyping joints D,J 0% 8/5/19 8/9/19 5

Developed cutting list D,J 0% 8/5/19 8/9/19 5

Sample phase title blockBuild

Order timber - lead time 1 week D 8/5/19 8/5/19 1

Make Jigs D,J 8/5/19 8/9/19 5

Machine timber to size (walls) C 8/12/19 8/12/19 1

Machine timber to size (roof) C 8/15/19 8/15/19 1

CNC cutting diagonals side 1 D 8/13/19 8/14/19 2

CNC cutting diagonals side 2 D 8/15/19 8/16/19 2

Cut angles into finished lengths C 8/19/19 8/22/19 4

Roof panels side 1 C 8/26/19 8/26/19 1

Roof panels side 2 C 8/29/19 8/29/19 1

Dry assemble roof panels C 9/19/19 9/19/19 1

Dry assemble walls C 9/23/19 9/23/19 1

Dissasemble and prep moving C 9/26/19 9/26/19 1

Sample phase title blockSite work/assembly

Site prep 9/9/19 9/11/19 3

Pile holes drilled

Build seating area and set bowmac heights for pour

Concrete piles & foundations pour 9/12/19 9/13/19 2

Fixing of corten

Assembly on site 9/30/19 10/2/19 3

Paint/stain 10/3/19 10/3/19

Touch ups 10/7/19 10/11/19 5

Contingency 10/14/19 10/18/19 5

This is an empty row
Th
is Insert new rows ABOVE this one

Key:

Dylan D

Class C

Joel J

Project Start:

Display Week:
Aug 5, 2019 Aug 12, 2019 Aug 19, 2019 Aug 26, 2019

Fri, 7/12/2019

Jul 8, 2019 Jul 15, 2019 Jul 22, 2019 Jul 29, 2019 Sep 2, 2019 Sep 9, 2019 Sep 16, 2019 Sep 23, 2019 Sep 30, 2019 Oct 7, 2019 Oct 14, 2019 Oct 21, 2019

Early draft timeline
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Space plan

Construction of this structure was primarily held within the workshop. A plan of the workshop 
was drawn out to organize where the construction would take place with my name and phone 
number to ensure that other students knew where we would be working so that they could plan 
accordingly and get in touch if there were any problems. This was an important decision as my 
project must allow for and give space for other students to use the studio workshop while also 
allowing enough space for ourselves to assemble the pavilion. The constructed parts of the 
shelter must be kept clear from the main exits and entry in case of any emergency that could 
occur where it would create a potential hazard in an emergency such as fire or earthquake 
evacuations

Build area

Storage

Cheryl 2017 
structure storage

CNC 
machine

Laser cutter

Labour plan

Joel Harnett volunteered himself in the first 4th year class to be the 2IC (2nd In Command) and 
to help with prototyping, along with the building of Jigs to aid in the construction of the pavilion. 
This extra set of hands proved to be a much needed help throughout the course as many of the 
processes such as jig building required more than one person to achieve.

Extracts from timber tech course outline

Floor plan of the structures studio showing usable spaces
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Construction starts!

PHYSICALLY TESTING JOINTS AND 
STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
To best make use of the available CNC machine at the University of Auckland I needed to 
physically test methods of machining in an attempt to minimise errors

Initial problems faced:
•	 Sticks too long for standard CNC router machine
•	 Awkward to cut – suction system doesn’t work on such a small footprint
•	 Less precise if having to move and/or turn around pieces – human error

Sketch of the CNC room sizing to mock up my jig prototypes in SketchUp

CNC machine available to me at the university

Safety plan

The building process of the shelter required a safe, dry and construction friendly environment. 
The university has a lot of rules that had to be followed to avoid unnecessary conflict. Primarily:

1. Limiting the availability of tools to students without correct supervision.
2. Height limits were put in place. No working on high surfaces over 2.4 meters.
3. After hours use - Power would be turned off to the tools after 5.30pm and if work did take 

place only hand-held tools were allowed to be used (including electric drills and sanders).
4. The use of ladders needed at least two people. One person holding it down while the other 

worked on it.
 - After hours use of ladders was outright prohibited.

Good practice:

Every student was expected to have at a minimum the following safety gear whenever they were 
working on the structure at the university:
•	 Steel	toed	boots
•	 Safety	glasses
And expected to use these whenever required:
•	 Dust	masks
•	 Coveralls
•	 Safety	gloves
•	 Ear	protection

All of these rules were in place both to protect the students from any harm that may occur, while 
also protecting the university from any legal ramifications that could occur. Overall, these are 
very simple rules to follow and the university even supplies any and all PPE (Personal Protective 
Equipment) that is required to ensure that all students have easy access to a safe working 
environment

Rules pinned up in the structures studio/workshop
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Developed to a final jig with runners across the sticks

The final jig design considered was running milled holders tangential to the members being 
cut. This was originally dismissed as I was unsure if the timber would lift or sag between each 
individual runner, but on paper seemed to be the best method so far as it was able to hold the 
diagonal members snugly, and could easily be re-purposed to hold the square members by 
milling the free space with the CNC router to ensure an accurate and straight slot

Peg board idea for square members

This concept was considered due to the flexibility of the jig system, being able to move the pegs 
around the jig to re-arrange the bed to suit whatever was being cut at the time. 

For my application this proved to be more effort than it was worth as the members would still 
need to have an effective hold down method, and it wouldn’t work for the diagonal wall panels.

Developing Jig with a long runner for each stick angled

For the diagonal members a different approach was required. This involved looking at creating a 
set of runners that each member would sit inside and be held down for cutting. This faced similar 
problems to the previous jig with mounting, but would have gained a lot more additional strength 
due to the extra timber elements added.

Initial design and testing of the jig

CAD designing original jig 

My initial idea was to either cut into a sheet of MDF to hold any members, or to create a slot 
that each member could sit inside. This turned out to be effective for any square members, but 
reduced the strength of the base of the jig, and required complex methods of clamping down the 
members within the jig

Email from Andrew suggesting a ‘peg board’ layout for the jig
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Tests of smaller angled pieces to ensure a tight-fitting lap joint could be 
achieved

This was an important first step as it was the first time a diagonal wall member was cut on the 
CNC machine. It also featured the first angled lap joint which was accidentally programmed to cut 
too narrow as I had forgotten that the 40mm wide stick would grow in size on the diagonal face. 
This was an important find as such a simple mistake could easily cause far more problems further 
along the build if it hadn’t been trialed at that time.

Cut file in rhino showing lap joints and drill hole points that would be milled

Forgot that an angled piece worked out to be ~49mm wide for the cut, not 40mm like the 
previous tests of standard square pieces. I had to chisel out the last portion.

Testing a 40x40mm sample to ensure a tight lap joint could be achieved

Tested a small scale prototype

My original idea for the jig employed clamps to speed up the machining process. Because the 
base was only made of 6mm MDF it lifted with the strong clamping force, so I had to reinforce the 
runner with a steel bar. This initial test was specifically to test whether the angle would be able to 
be held accurately within the CNC bed and whether the clamping wedge would keep the timber 
at the correct angle or whetrher it would move as the pressure increased. It was found that the 
clamp put too much force onto the runners and ended up lifting the middle of the jig too much, 
but that with the correct reinforcements the overall concept would work as planned.

For this mini jig I used steel plates to stop it lifting in the middle

Due to cutting the horizontal runner and using a thin MDF baseboard the jig had to be 
strengthened as it lifted in the middle (note where pencil is pointing)

The jig was also screwed down to the MDF baseboard of the CNC router to ensure it wouldn’t 
lift or move during cutting
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Tested mechanism to allow for accurate moving of the timber members in the 
bed

Because of the small space within the CNC room, the members that were too long to fit onto 
the CNC bed had to be moved in the jig to allow for the entire length to be milled. My solution 
to this was to create angled hold down brackets that would be accurately programmed into a 
rhino template of the jig to ensure each member was correctly placed within the jig and ensure 
an accurate cut every time

SketchUp model to test concept before physical testing

Top down showing how the member could be moved accurately within the jig

This was able to be very low profile to avoid the router bit hitting the diagonal hold-down 
clamp

Tested a screw joint

After the timber test was milled I also trialed some different placed holes within the angled length 
to see how much timber each hole would have for the screw/bolt to use. Overall this ended up 
looking quite rough with the large hole so I considered screwing from the other side to allow for a 
flush counter sunk screw or an easier plug to install vs. the deep angled holes shown in this test.

Testing visual impacts of a screw from the diagonal member Testing the tightness of the lap
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Tested engraving

This allowed for the complex cuts that cannot be achieved on a simple 3-axis machine to be 
simply cut on the drop saw without the need to accurately measure before cutting. I had to use 
the profiling function on the CNC machine to cut on one side of the line, and not down the middle 
of the line which would be inaccurate due to the depth potentially changing between members 

Diagonal engraving line in Rhino, the CNC cutting software could be told to cut on either the left 
or right side of these lines to ensure an accurate length of member was achieved

Result of cut file, cutting on the left side of the line, to mark the top of the member at an 
accurate length

Changed to wood clamping idea with a screw for each

The change to using just the timber runner and screws was primarily to reduce the likelihood of 
the milling bit accidentally running into the clamps. There is far less risk of the milling bit running 
into a small screw out of the way than into a clamp that protrudes above the cut height. This 
needs to be carefully programmed for each bed of sticks to ensure the router bit doesn’t collide 
with the clamp 
•	 Tried with small blocks
•	 Tried again with a longer length – held the piece firmer 

To achieve the desired result I had to use a hardwood for these wedge clamps so that the timber 
wouldn’t split with the force needed by the screw to ensure a tight clamp during repeated usage.

Angled timber clamps were tested in the mini jig to ensure that they would apply sufficient force 
to the angled member and wouldn’t split

As the 40mm wide slots for the square members were milled on the CNC machine, they were 
very tight as is, and just needed minimal pressure to hold each timber member in place and 

stop any lift from occurring

Vincent running the CNC machine with the mini jig
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Trialling a hidden metal plate

I trialed a flitch type cover in the two short corner vertical pieces that link all of the roof diagonals 
in that corner. I wanted to achieve a hidden metal bracket so as not to detract from the overall 
appearance of the structure being primarily timber.

Using the mini jig to create a small prototype corner

Testing stability and stiffness of the bolted 5mm lap joint 

Corner test focusing on the wall section to ensure it will be stable enough and that the lap joint 
would hold together tightly with a mechanical fastening. This test proved to be a major success 
and showed promise that even with a minute 5mm lap joint, this structure should be able to 
support itself.

Bolted test joint testing the tightness First test ‘hoop’ testing angles and stability Metal plate and timber flitch Timber flitch effectively concealing the metal bracket
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Threaded rod vs. long screws for horizontal bearers

To date I was still unsure exactly how I would achieve the connection from bearer to diagonal wall 
member. During researching the threaded rod idea and talking with Cass he made mention of 
how finicky and difficult it is to do the threaded rod, and that aesthetically it would look terrible 
with a nut on the outside of the diagonal member vs. just one large countersunk screw on every 
diagonal. It was decided that a 6x120mm Spax countersunk screw would be strong enough to 
do the job, considering most of the weight was taken up by the roof panels themselves effectively 
forming a deep tilted beam. On top of this, I couldn’t find a place that had the epoxy specified in 
the report below other than in 10L tins. The finickinesses and time required, plus the large nut that 
would need to be exposed on the outside of the diagonal members pushed me off of the idea.

Antti T.  1 30.01.2015 
 

Epoxy Glued Dowels Testing 
 
1) Target 
 - To find the best possible epoxy glue for fixing dowels at NPIL, 4 different epoxy 

glues was tested by preparing test samples for tension testing. 
 - Properties to be checked:  
 * Technical properties of the glue (consumption, limitations, curing, pot life etc.) 
 * Health, Safety and Environmental aspects  
 * The ease of use (preparations, mixing, clean up etc.) 
 * Shear strength of the dowel fix 
   
 
2) Epoxy Glues: 
  Table 1. Epoxy glues 

Product 
Mixing Ratio 

(resin:hardener) 
Volume based 

Pot Life at 20°C 
Full 

Cure at 
20°C 

1)  East 221 Resin +Endurabond 
2489 Hardener 2:1 30 min 24 h 

2)  Nuplex K80 5:1 30 min 6-7 h 

3)  Sika Anchorfix -3+ Ready To Use 

15 min; When work is interrupted the 
static mixer can remain on the cartridge 
after the gun pressure has been relieved.  
A new nozzle may need to be attached 
when resuming the work. 

14 h 

4)  ATL Epoxy Resin ADR 310 + 
WestSystem 206 Hardener 5:1 22 min 7 d 

 
3) Instructions for Preparing the Test Samples 
 
 

 
 Figure 1. Tension test samples 

~650 Ø24×350 

M20 

1200 

90 

150 

Epoxy/air holes Ø6, both ends. 50mm (N) & 25-35mm (S)  

Ø30×18 
325 

Epoxy rod sample at Timberlabs during site visit 
that sparked the idea of using epoxy

A page from epoxy glued dowels report sent 
by Cass

Consultation with Cass about epoxied rods Vs. screws

Roof panel to diagonal connection

The corner wall test showed how important it was to ensure that in the actual build I designed to 
allow for all bolts and metal pieces to not intersect. If these were to overlap on the real structure 
it could potentially push screws off at angles and they could pop out the side of a member and 
lose their strength.

Showing how close together some of the wall and roof connections can be in the wall mock-up

Moved the top roof panel’s screw up so that it isn’t in the middle of the member, to avoid the lap 
joint

Realised that the top roof panel would be a very critical connection point that needed to avoid 
both the lap joint and the lap joint’s mechanical fastenings
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Each yellow rectangle is a member on the jig, with the light grey lines showing the accurate location of the tangential runners (as shown in the elevation below)

Roof panel testing

Sudare screen idea

Testing end grain fixing with an oversized screw

To achieve the Sudare-like roof panels I used threaded rod and a 19mm diameter tube as 
a spacer. I had originally trialed a 10mm wide spacer but it didn’t hold in place properly and 
so using a 20mm wide spacer holesawn into both panels was looked into. Having the pipe 

recessed into the timber gave far greater strength to the pieces than having each free floating 
independently and reduced flex between pieces greatly, allowing for the pieces to effectively 
form a panel. On one side of each member I was able to route this 5mm deep hole while 

pre-drilling the threaded rod locations, and only needed to holesaw the other side using the pre-
drilled hole as a guide to finish off each member

Testing end grain fixing on Abodo timber with an oversized screw to ensure that the glued joint 
wouldn’t split. Even though for the real members I had planned to use a 5mm diameter screw 
I decided to use the largest screw (6x140mm countersunk) I had from my Spax samples to 

attempt to break the timber. I purposefully didn’t pre-drill the hole or align it dead straight down 
the member to test a worst-case scenario, but it worked perfectly.

Densified jig design to allow for 4 angled and 7 square pieces at a time 

Initially I had spaced the timber members apart liberally on the jig to ensure none of the slots would 
break, but this would have added a lot more time due to requiring more jig loads and more cut 
files overall. I decided to compromise and add in more members, but knew I would need to be 
careful with the slimmer slots to avoid breaking them.
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Each piece was glued and then put in place

Then each member was screwed at least twice from below using countersunk screws so the 
MDF baseboard would sit flat on the CNC bed 

Completed jig waiting for the glue to dry

CONSTRUCTION OF THE JIG
Due to the angles required I had to make the jig in pieces and then later assemble the runners on 
the base board MDF sheet (12mm). This allowed for offcuts provided by Dorien (along with $20 
worth of extra lengths he had) to be utilised for the majority of the Jig, with the exception being 
the longer solid pieces that would be cut by the CNC at a later date. The entire jig was created 
using primarily the thicknesser and a drop saw that was able to go up to 54.7° for the steep angle 
required on one face of the runners to achieve the complex profile to be milled efficiently

All horizontal runner pieces cut and lined up to ensure there were none that may have been cut 
even slightly wrong

Using accurately cut MDF strips to ensure the same distance is achieved between each runner

All the runners were cut using a jig to ensure they would all be cut identically
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SETUP OF THE JIG

Note the triple flute indent from testing Z height before the actual cuts Sanded down the corners to remove any excess shavings

All the square slots were cut using the CNC router for increased accuracy of both width and 
depth as I was able to calibrate the machine to the top of the test diagonal member to ensure 

the correct depth of the slots so that all members would have the same top face height

Start with a small (~200mm long) pine piece (diagonal member) so the machine can find the 
zero of the Z axis to ensure accurate depths of all cuts for the square member holders on the 

machine

I didn’t have enough hardwood for full length clamping pieces so I instead tested and ended up 
using small blocks screwed to the jig with pine test members before using actual Abodo. This 
worked well though and still allowed for a strong clamp force to be achieved. I did keep some 
600mm long pieces that span the two runners closest to the origin so that any short members 
would be held firmly, and 150mm long pieces centred on the remaining runners to allow for an 
even clamp (except the very end which received shorter pieces so as to not overhang the jig)

Test fitting angled clamps to ensure the angles were cut correctly

All clamps in place on the jigCutting down off-cut hardwood on the correct angle to create the clamps
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Using these test pieces I created a small test section of the wall. This was the first test of the 
Spax decking screws that I chose including the use of the decking screws for the vertical to 
diagonal connection as the Initial idea of using a bolt changed to using screws. Originally this 
was supposed to be a countersunk head, but before I started I decided it would look ugly so 
changed again to using Spax 70mm decking screws with a much smaller head for less impact 
as advised by Cass

Even the full-size jig lifted slightly when clamping down the diagonal sticks on the first test 
run. Because of this I needed to screw down to the bed and add a ring of tape around the 

perimeter to increase suction.

For the real cuts on the jig we kept the MDF alignment strips (made square to ensure material 
is square to the machine) which were the same thickness as the jig’s 12mm base to ensure 

suction was strong, but even then I screwed in ~100 screws as a safety. This would also 
ensure the jig doesn’t move when the suction is turned off (i.e. overnight) to ensure accuracy of 

every cut

FINAL TESTING OF THE JIG
I used the jig to test some of the smaller members in pine to ensure everything worked correctly. I 
initially tested the engraved line to ensure that the complex angles could be cut accurately on the 
drop saw after and the lap joints’ spacing and depths

Email about what to use to hold the vertical and diagonal 
members together (me black, Cass red)

The depth of the screw was important as I had to ensure that both threads were in the two 
different members and that it wouldn’t go too far and blow out the other side

First trial of milling with jig on the CNC machine Close-up showing the small head of the decking screw
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Before the final cuts I used new router and drill bits I reserved for my project to ensure that all cuts 
were identical and that an old router bit wasn’t going to produce a lap joint that was too narrow. 
During tests before getting the new end mill bit  I found out my lap joints could vary up to ~0.7mm 
depending on the angle of cuts (as pictured above). Between this and finishing with using the 
CNC machine these router bits were mine and I kept them in a tray together with their respective 
collets to ensure accuracy and continuity between cuts as nothing would be altered between 
days. This was especially important as If one router bit had been sharpened more times than 
another the overall diameter could affect the cut width depending on the bit used.

Using the slots that were accurately cut to place the angled hold down clamps and then screw 
them into the hardwood clamps. These didn’t have to be load bearing so there wasn’t any risk of 
stripping out the screw holes as they were only there to locate the timber on the jig, not clamp it 
down. Each one was numbered and arrowed up so that the inaccurate hand drilling didn’t matter 
so long as the same piece was always used in the same slot ensuring it would line up perfectly 
each time

To allow for the movement of the longer diagonal members in the final jig I needed to make short 
diagonal test pieces (~400mm long) with two angle cuts on each piece to allow for the setup 
and accurate placement of the hold down clamp that allows movement of long pieces within the 
jig. This was done on the CNC machine and then the locations were saved to ensure I knew 
exactly where each of the diagonal cuts were located for accurate movement of the members 
within the jig

When removing one of the test pieces for the section of wall one of the square slots broke off. 
Because of this I had to be very careful inserting and removing sticks with the 20mm wide timber 
sections. This only happened at the ends of the jig as when a member was lifted out of the jig it 
would be held straight until the very end where any angular twisting or moving it off from being in-
line with the jig would put force onto the little (20mm wide) piece which lead to snapping it. In the 
picture below the timber was lifted out of slot 5 which is why it snapped in towards slot 6. I was 
able to fix this by glueing and screwing the piece back on both of the times this occurred without 
compromising the accuracy of the jig.
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CALIBRATING THE MACHINE
Despite the care and precision put into the manufacture of the jig, it was still predominantly hand 
made, and as such there were slight movements from design to construction, especially since 
the jig was removed from the machine and the MDF base board and square corner changed 
between routing the square slots and the real cuts. To alleviate this problem, I used an engraving 
bit on the CNC machine and ran the bit up and down a length of scrap timber and then measured 
it so that I could accurately adjust the zero of the X-axis (pictured below showing the zero of the 
X-axis being out by ~2.4mm, which can easily be adjusted in software to move the X-axis 2.4mm 
to the right to fix the problem, but we still would re-check after changing this to double check), 
and aligned the tip of the bit with the end of the first runner to align the Y-axis. I needed to ensure 
home was very accurately set otherwise it affected all of the cuts

Make MDF hold down clamps for the square members

Simple rectangular (80x40mm) 3mm MDF blocks were cut and then drilled in the middle to act as 
clamps for the square members. Because the slots were milled to exactly 40mm and the timber 
was all profiled to 39.9mm the members sat snugly in and wouldn’t move on their own unless a 
router bit dug in and lifted them out. However, the MDF being screwed to the runners 5mm lower 
than the members allowed for them to apply enough force to stop the members lifting, even with 
the shaking of the machine and especially for some of the slightly warped and bowed members

Clamp closed

Clamp open The machine itself was mainly controlled by the main full-sized keyboard at the computer on the 
table with casters, but by using a long cabled secondary number pad we could get closer up 

to the machine to make any fine-tuning adjustments needed

This was helped further by selecting the more accurate and slower step movement setting 
instead of continuous movement in the machine’s software

MDF spacers before attaching them to the jig runners Measuring how far off the machine was from 
the digital jig

The sharp point of the engraving bit that would 
allow for a slim line for accurate measurements
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To create these jigs we first decided to attempt to make the much simpler jig to pre-drill the 
connection between the end of the roof panels and the diagonal as practice. This was initially 
going to be made of folded aluminium as we had some 3mm ID alloy tube that held the drill bit 
perfectly, but due to the welds failing we chose to use steel plate instead as it is easier to weld 

to. 

To achieve this, we had to take a thicker steel rod and used the lathe drill a hole through the 
centre to create a hole for the drill bit to go through

Picture of one of the final welded angle drill jigs

On top of this we found that folding steel into such a narrow C channel just wouldn’t work with 
the tools available and decided that the best approach to take would be to weld some flat bar 

together to form the C channel instead  

TEST WALL SECTION
I decided that it would be best to use the test members I had made earlier (to ensure the machine 
was working correctly and all the cuts were to scale) to test the wall sections. Roof panel and 
bearer to diagonal connections were tested, along with the lap joint into a diagonal member 
connecting to the square vertical members. First I had to pre-drill the diagonal members that were 
made earlier as the first test to allow for the new roof panel tests to be screwed into it. This was 
relatively easy and required no marking or much thought due to the points marked ~1mm deep 
done on the CNC earlier

Point markings used to locate the drilled angle holes Fig 16. We used a drill press for this test to get the 30deg angle needed, but found that for 
the real members they would be too long and that I would need to make a jig of sorts to drill 

through them all at the same angle repetitively for both the roof panels and bearers. Image: Joel 
Harnett. Used with permission.
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On the first full-size test of the rod through the roof panels they mostly aligned due to the CNC 
cutting them to length and adding both the 19x5mm routed hole and the 7mm drilled hole. The 
rod itself was slightly warped however, so the 19mm holesaw wobbled around a bit while drilling, 
which skewed the roof panels until they were screwed into place on the diagonal member itself. 
On this test because the roof panels were pre-drilled ‘near enough’ down the centre of each 
member and not accurately laid out on a flat surface and pre-drilled together, some of the roof 
members were either proud or recessed from the top of the diagonal member. Laying it all flat 
with 10mm spacers between each roof member and then pre-drilling through the diagonal would 
ensure that all the end holes were in the correct position in the future

I tested varying sizes and lengths of Spax countersunk screws (written onto the test wall section 
to remember) in the wall test screwing from diagonal to sudare members. It was found the 5mm 
diameter shaft worked better than the 6mm due to the far smaller head, and that anything shorter 
than 80mm was pointless as the diagonal took up at least 60mm due to the angle that it went 
through. After this I chose to use the Spax 5x120 screws where possible as this would allow for 
the most contact within the end of each member, while still keeping a relatively small head on 
each screw

The process of creating the mini jigs was repeated twice again to create both the jigs needed for 
diagonal to bearer connections and to get the angle required on the bearer itself for the threaded 
rod of the roof panel to pass through. On the first trial of the bearer to diagonal jig I forgot that I 
would need to create a mirror of this jig to allow for drilling through both different side profiles of 
the diagonal members and so had to add on a second tube equal and opposite to the original to 
accurately pre-drill the other half of the members that would be used. This was achieved by using 
a fat tipped Sharpie to mark an ‘UP’ arrow onto the metal jig so that as long as this was facing the 
top of the diagonal member and the holes lined up I didn’t have to think about which tube to use. 
This same idea was also applied to the diagonal to roof member jig straight after to ensure that all 
the holes were drilled on the correct angle downwards on each diagonal member, with the “up” 
arrow facing away from the drilled angle

Pictures showing why we need both and why the direction of the top of the jig is important (left 
using wrong side, right correct)

Drill jig over a test diagonal member

Screws through the complex angles of the test diagonal member First assembly of a test wall section with wall members attached Depth testing different Spax screws
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FINAL COMPONENT/CUTTING LIST
Having the final component list was important to ensure no members were left uncut. This also 
allowed me to colour code each member into a specific jig so that if anything were to happen I 
could easily reference the master cut file and see which jig any particular member was cut from.

Full cut file in Rhinoceros showing colour coded sticks (layers acting as a key on the right) depending on which CNC jig they belong to for easy identification and to ensure I don’t miss cutting any pieces

Final wall section test, including bearer

During this test I found that the roof panels didn’t line up 100% as they were not pre-drilled all 
together with the diagonal member as a template, so misalignments occurred. In the future this 
could be fixed by using the pilot holes in the diagonal members to line up and pilot the end grain 
of the roof members

Close-up showing misalignment of roof members to diagonal wallClose-up showing the visual impact of the countersunk screws through the diagonal
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TIMBER DELIVERY AND STORAGE
Between delivery of the timber, profiling it to size, and using it to create the machined members 
the timber was stored in the container in the level 1 carpark. This container has been graciously 
left here by the university for projects like mine to allow us to store large materials since there is a 
lack of storage in the workshops, and the structures studio that I am using for building the pavilion 
itself is used by more than just me, hence needing a safe place to store materials away from 
others and out of the way. 

The racks on the left of the container allowed long timber members up to 5.8m long to be stored 
out of the weather. The top two shelves were already relatively empty, so the first thing we did 
before the delivery of timber was to sort and clean up the inside of the container and then I 
claimed the top two shelves as my own. With so much timber on these shelves we needed to 
use a tie-down around the stack and the back of the shelves to ensure that all the timber was held 
down and couldn’t fall off when the floor of the container moved, as the shelves weren’t actually 
bolted to the back of the container and would wobble when walking around in the container.

Delivery of the timber was early in the morning of the 23rd of August, well before expected. Due 
to this we had to make do with only six of us to carry all of the timber from the level 3 5-min 
zone down to the level 1 parking area where the structures studio and container just outside 

was used to house all of the raw timber until it was processed by the 4th year class on Monday 
week 6.

CNC bed - walls 2 + roof D2, D3 
and D4

CNC bed roof 1 + diagonals 7 & 
10

CNC bed - walls 2 + roof D2, D3 
and D4 pt2

CNC jig template in Rhinoceros with angled alignment slots added on slots 1-4. Also showing the orientation for 
each member at the very bottom to reduce mistakes in creating the cut files

Workshop cut list for one half of the structure (one of the mirrored 
triangles)

HIAB delivering the Abodo timber to the level 3 carpark All of the timber secured on the racks in the container on the top two shelves
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Each batch of profiled members was checked in the jig to ensure a snug, but still usable, fit in 
the jig as the thicknesser was very inaccurate, despite being digitally controlled. In the end we 
found that it would bounce between 39.5 or 39.6mm on the machine would net 39.9mm real-
world depth. For any members that were slightly out and too large we had to sand them down 
on the large machine belt sander to get them accurate and would then sit them in the jig again 
to ensure they were correct. This process unfortunately left a far rougher sanded finish than the 
nice and smooth finish from the thicknesser, but stopped the tooth marks from occurring in the 
finished members due to the thicknesser not taking off enough material when only needing to 
remove ~0.1mm

PROCESSING TIMBER

Profiling timber

All timber was profiled to 39.9mm to ensure it fitted both into the jig and into the 40mm lap joints. 
The timber delivery luckily coincided a few days before the first 4th year workshop session so 
I was able to utilise the extra labour to profile as much timber as possible. To do this we used 
the thicknesser which was able to cut down with a rotating planer blade and had an auto feed 
to ensure a smooth finish. We were able to feed in up to 9 sticks at a time and this sped up the 
overall process significantly, but still required two workshop sessions and a few hours of just Joel 
and myself to finish everything (other than the timber that arrived bent and warped, which was 
later swapped out with fresh, straight timber and the process repeated). Initially the trolley was 
used to support the ends of the 4.2m long members going through the thicknesser at the end, 
but we quickly swapped out to rollers front and back to ensure that the timber would smoothly 
enter and exit the machine at the correct height as lifting or dropping either end would result in 
large chunks being taken out of the corresponding end of each member

Before and after going through the thicknesser, showing the removal of the rough band sawn 
finish that the timber arrived as

Each stick was test fitted into the jig to ensure the correct tolerances were met for each batchPanorama showing the amount of space used while thickening the long members

Feeding sticks into the thicknesser

The outcome of the sander was a far rougher surface than the thicknesser

Feeding sticks into the sander to thin the members slightly
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Real Abodo timber CNC Cuts
Once members were put into the jig I put a piece of masking tape on each and labelled them with 
the letter or number for easy identification later, especially since many of the members were very 
similar looking. To ensure each of the square members were fully held down in the jig I used the 
hardwood ‘whacky stick’ that lives in the CNC room for this very reason. This was accompanied 
by a strip of plywood to distribute the load so that the impact wouldn’t dent the very soft Abodo 
timber members.

The 5.4m lengths luckily only just fit with only inches to spare between the thicknesser and the 
lockers on the end wall

To create the diagonal members, the panels were also planed to 39.9mm, and then each 
panel run through the planer on one side to ensure one face was both smooth and straight for 

alignment on the table saw

The table saw was set to 60mm wide on a 30deg angle to create the profiles required

Due to the tight fitting nature of the jig, some members 
wouldn’t seat correctly in the jig

Use of the ‘whacky stick’ and a piece of ply to distribute the 
load across the members and ensure none were dented 

upon impact

Correct seating of both members after being beaten into place

An entire jig load of sticks ready to be milled

A roller stool was used to support the long members through the thicknesser
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I had to go back over some of the worst pieces and re-cut these with a profiling down cut along 
the bad edge first to allow the router bit to be cutting air when it went through the final and most 
destructive part of the cut. This worked well and we were able to re cut 1, 2,̀3 ,4 ,4` ,7 and 7` 

successfully

Some members had to be either sanded down slightly or re-cut due to the saw marks from 
stopping the timber when cutting on the table saw

Problems faced

During the cutting of the diagonal members the pocketing cuts to create the lap joints took large 
chunks out of some of the up cuts. My best guess at what caused this was a blunt router bit 
exiting the timber where the smaller thin sharp portion was and not cutting through it effectively. 
This was accentuated on the up travel as there was less overall timber mass to hold the piece 
together where the milling bit would exit the timber. Most smashed out a little bit, but a few 
members tore off large chunks as shown above. This wasn’t seen during testing so I believe it 
was intensified by using a far larger 1/2” milling bit vs. the 6mm milling bit that was initially used as 
it would take a lot more material off with each pass.

B2 in the completely wrong place in the jig - I’m pointing to where the left side of B2 should 
have been

B roof panels 6th member was very close to being correct (tape covering incorrect hole)
I accidentally put two of the B roof pieces in the wrong place during cutting (B2 and B6) – B2 was 
very wrong, but B6 was close enough to be salvageable so I re-cut it, but later re-cut a new one 
so that there weren’t random holes in that one roof member

Large chunks split off some of the sharp edges
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ORGANISING AND STORAGE OF 
MEMBERS AFTER CNC CUTTING
After cutting all the timber members to length they were stored in the structure’s studio for easy 
access to both the CNC and workshop next door, but this left the timber exposed to anyone 
who came through. The timber was stacked on top of the tables and back bench in the studio to 
ensure minimal space taken and to allow for people to still move around and utilise the remaining 
space as needed so people didn’t have to walk over and around the timber, increasing the 
chance of damage to occur. The tables have suffered many years of students abuse and neglect 
and have a mixture of epoxy, concrete and plaster stuck to the tops of them, so I used timber 
dunnage and then cardboard above to stop any scratches and marks from forming. On top of 
this, whenever anyone was using the space, e.g. Will pouring his concrete toilet surround, the 
plastic wrap that covered the timber during delivery was able to be placed over the top to ensure 
no splashes would damage the timber.

It was found that some members weren’t cut to the correct length before putting them into the 
jig for milling. When checking the correct length before cutting the 4 D’s I marked them with 

a pencil line (D5, D5’, D6 and D6’) This was caused by each of these members being slightly 
longer than the jig itself so they weren’t able to have an end engrave/profile line added to cut, so 
I had to measure and cut these by hand on the drop saw. When doing this cut I had to ensure I 
measured from the correct side as the holes for roof panels were in specific places and cutting 

from the wrong end would bump these the wrong way and offset the entire member too far 
one way or the other within the panel, causing it to not line up with the rest of the roof panel 

members.

For the longer members such as the long Gs I needed to put a support under the ends to 
ensure they didn’t sag. This wasn’t needed on G6 and shorter however as the Jig’s tight-fitting 
slots allowed the members to be securely held in despite only a thin MDF piece holding them 
down and stopping lift. The timber itself also cantilevered well and didn’t sag too much. The 

support mainly just ensured that the middle of the roof pieces didn’t lift and change the depth of 
the pocketing 19mm hole which would affect the total width of the roof panels

Members stacked in ordered piles after exiting the CNC

Cardboard was placed over the surface of benches to prevent damage from the build up on 
their surfaces

Plastic covering my timber while Will poured his concrete
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Cutting end angles in complex members based off 
engraving lines

Offcuts and past tests were used to hold the correct angle on the saw. Then using the Sketchup 
model to reference the exact angles I needed in conjunction with the engraved line the cuts were 
made. I had to keep referencing the SketchUp model for each different member, and sometimes 
had to use a digital protractor to pencil the lines on to ensure I got things right on compound cuts.

Failures (of complex angles)

I had to be very careful in the CAD software to ensure the cut was on the correct side of the 
engraved line or else the member could be cut too short by the width of the router bit (1/2” in the 
real cuts). The left two members are both cut too short due to being identically setup files on the 
CNC router that were both set to the wrong side of the line. I had to re-make both of these out of 
some of the spare timber I had.

FURTHER PROCESSING TIMBER

Cutting angles at 30deg into roof panel members 
and bearers from profiled lines

To cut the roof panel member ends I used either the engraved lines made with the CNC to 
show the end of each member, or a little end jig (where the member was already cut to length) 
to cut angles effectively. I just had to ensure that the engrave line and/or the routed out 19mm 
hole for the spacer were always facing me/away from the saw to ensure that all angles were cut 
the correct direction for the panel’s creation as if any were cut the wrong way it wouldn’t come 
together as a panel. For the bearers I just had to be extra careful about what sides to cut the angle 
into, but this was easy enough as the timber only was flipped 180deg when cutting.

Clamped end stop to ensure consistency

Using the engraved line as reference for the end of the member Where the member was the correct length already I needed to cut the angle right on the end Both left sticks had the engraving line on the wrong side, resulting in the member being cut 
short by 1/2” (The red lines show where the end of both members should have been)

Using the engraved line as reference for the end of the member

Using the original test pieces (pine) to support the Abodo members at the correct angle for 
cutting on the saw
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G8: Routing the notch out of both G8s to meet in the middle of the roof due to the steep roof 
pitch

Had to use the digital protractor to pencil on the cut lines and then cut by hand with a saw 
roughly and then sanded accurate

Bearer 7: The complex geometries had to be accurately modelled through SketchUp

Profiling complex members

A table saw was used to cut the complex profile of G9 based 
on the SketchUp model’s dimensions

A drop saw was then used to get the end angles cut on the 
correct angle. A digital protractor was used to draw lines on as 
the SketchUp model angles didn’t work together on the drop 
saw, and then used the laser to line up a near enough cut 

based off these lines

When putting it into the jig I got the flat surfaces wrong and 
aligned the wrong faces. The pencil shows the angled hole, 

whereas it needed to be perfectly vertical.

An angled drill jig was used to fix the problem

Partially routed G8 member showing the minimal chamfer that was taken off

Location of complex members

Bearer 7: longest bearer

G9G8
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Foundation brackets creation

The initial idea to hold the structure down to the retaining was to use an L bracket, but I instead 
went to Z brackets as they would be able to straddle the retaining and be fastened with two larger 
bolts compared with the initial one that could interfere with the seating.

Bearers

Drilling angled holes

Diagonals

Drilled on angle with 3.5mm in jig

After the original 3.5mm hole was drilled I needed to open the holes up to 4.5mm, 5.5mm and 
then finally to 7mm freehand to allow for clearance of the threaded rod. This also allowed me to 

start the angled routing into bearers to suck in the threaded rods’ nuts

Using the jigs to cut the holes for both sudare and bearers

Use of a jig to ensure an accurate drilled hole that was effectively and accurately repeated. Due 
to the length of the tube needed to ensure the drill would keep an accurate angle I had to use 

an extra-long 3.5mm drill bit to go through the jig and timber

After cutting the metal to length on the cold saw the drill hole 
locations could be accurately marked using a compass

These markings were then used to drill the holes required for 
the brackets before welding

A simple clamped tabletop jig was used to ensure that the 
brackets would have accurate 90° corners

The final Z bracket slotted into an off-cut to test the size and 
fitment of the bracket before being sent away for galvanising
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STAINING

Structure

I was adamant i did not want to use just one monotonous bulk of white paint which would hide 
the pavilion’s material, but I didn’t want to make it too outrageous and in-your-face either. Once I 
had chosen to use the Abodo timber, their favoured product, Sioo:X, was the apparent choice 
as it would give my pavilion a uniform weathered appearance to juxtapose the crisp aesthetic of 
the harsh angular form. After calculating how much I would need for the roughly 450lm of timber 
I chose not to use the Sioo:X finish. Due to Resene’s generous sponsorships in the past it was 
decided to look into the timber finishes they offered, which opened up a whole load of different 
colour options as shown on the right, with top picks starred.

I picked the final colour by creating numerous renders of different colours picked from the 
catalogue that I thought would look the best to compare them on both the structure and retaining. 
This was followed by using test pots to test the colours on the Abodo timber as most of these 
stains were shown based on pine timber and could thus look drastically different when used on 
a darker timber.

Natural

Holesaw other side of roof panels

CNC routing was effective at both drilling the hole for the threaded rod and routing out the 19mm 
hole for the spacers, but rather than spending extra time and adding in unnecessary inaccuracies 
I chose to use a 19mm holesaw with a 7mm drill bit to cut the hole in the other side of each piece 
to allow for the spacer to seat. This was then finished off with a combination of compressed air 
and sandpaper to clean up any stubborn sawdust that stayed in the holes after holesawing them

Cutting slot in base of verticals for metal Z bracket

I used the bandsaw to make a vertical cut into the timber with a brand new ripping blade and the 
guide to ensure the same size slot was cut into every vertical. When cutting the slots I made sure 
they were slightly loose to compensate for the added thickness of the hot dip galvanising. I had to 
ensure the timber was the correct orientation for cutting the slot as I didn’t want to end up cutting 
the slot in the top or in the face without the pre-drilled holes from CNC so I could use those to bolt 
the Z bracket in the correct orientation.

Fig 17. Resene’s exterior woodcare colour chartClose-up of the Bandsaw while setup to cut the slots Angled drill jig used to accurately cut perpendicular to the timber face with the holesaw
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Bleached Riverstone - rust retaining Bleached Riverstone - natural retaining Bleached Riverstone - black retaining

Silvered Grey - rust retaining Silvered Grey - natural retaining Silvered Grey - black retaining

Tiri - rust retaining Tiri - natural retaining Tiri - black retaining

Natural - rust retaining Natural - natural retaining Natural - black retaining

Retaining colour choices

Riverstone - rust retaining Riverstone - natural retaining Riverstone - black retaining

Smokey Ash - rust retaining Smokey Ash - natural retaining Smokey Ash - black retaining

Bleached Cedar - rust retaining Bleached Cedar - natural retaining Bleached Cedar - black retaining

Abodo Sioo:X - rust retaining Abodo Sioo:X - natural retaining Abodo Sioo:X - black retaining
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Testing Resene stains on Abodo offcuts

It was important to test the stains on the Abodo timber as the only references Resene provide are 
for either Pine or Cedar, which are both a different initial colour, and could possibly alter the way 
the stain soaks in and weathers compared to the Abodo

Chosen colour combination: Natural with black retaining

I chose to go with Resene Furniture and Decking Oil to keep the grain in the structure, and a dark 
black woodsman oil stain for the retaining to disappear the heavy structure and blend it into the 
landscape better

One coat on the lower half and two coats on the upper half of Abodo offcuts

Stain samples were left on top of the container to test weathering

Samples brought back inside after weathering
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Staining the structure

I applied one coat of the oil stain before assembly to ensure a coating in the joints and in-between 
roof members which would be too hard to access after assembly to ensure that all faces of the 
timber were sealed to stop any deterioration

Before I started I briefly talked with Sanket from Abodo when organising the swapping of the bent 
and bowed timber and he said that normally the woodsman oil would be their second choice 
if a client doesn’t want to use their own products and approved it’s use, and by extension the 
furniture and decking oil

Staining all the timber at once would have taken up more room than I had, so I had to stack 
members on top of each other with fillets between to ensure the wet stain didn’t stick members 

together

Each member’s masking tape number was removed before staining and placed underneath 
or next to the members. This allowed for the replacement labels to be created quickly and 

accurately once the stain had dried

Each roof panel was kept together to make identification easier
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PRE-ASSEMBLY

Assembly of the wall panels

Walls were the first components to be assembled. This was an important first step in the 
construction as it dictated if the remainder of the build would come together as planned and gave 
a rough estimate of how long the remaining processes may take.

The holes drilled on the CNC were used to 
accurately locate where each wall member 

would screw together

The screw through the vertical was started 
to be threaded into the hole on the diagonal 
member and then slowly backed off until the 
vertical sat squarely in the lap joint and then 

the screw was done up tight

The diagonals were laid down first so the screws through the verticals could be easily done up. 
This also made sure we got all of the members in the correct place as it was easy to quickly 

spot if one was too long or short based on its neighbours

When all the walls were done being pre-assembled they were stood up against a wall with 
cardboard between them to ensure pieces wouldn’t get damaged from leaning on each other

Making the bearers

The Initial idea for securing the bearers to the diagonals was to use epoxied rods in the bearers. 
This changed to long screws into end grain after talking with Cass, so the ends of each had to 
be pre-drilled to locate the screws.

Each end was measured to find the centre 
and then marked in pencil

Finished ends of bearers with 3.5mm hole in 
each

Drilling had to be started on an angle, tangential to the face, to ensure the drill bit wouldn’t walk 
around

Once the hole was started I could then finish the hole at the correct angle
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Corner brackets

During the design phase I had never fully thought out the two corners of the mirrored triangles. I 
had tested out one hidden corner bracket on the small corner prototype, but needed to consider 
other methods towards the end of the build. Most of the other concepts didn’t show much 
promise with either their strength or aesthetic, with many of them taking the corner vertical piece 
out of line of the rest of the verticals in the walls. Because of this I ended up using a modified 
version of the hidden bracket where the steel spanned the entire vertical length of the corners, 
and was fixed into the retaining timber to ensure a strong corner connection.

Cass confirming sizing for corner piece (red)

Initial ideas for solving corner problem

Quick sketches in the workshop trying to solve corner bracket

By nature, the steel was strong enough on its own to support the corners of the structure, but 
adding in the timber over the top would hide the steel from view. This also served to hold the steel 
bracket straight as one had bent and bowed very noticeably after being galvanised

Epoxy was put into the slot and then the metal bracket was 
fitted into place

The timber flitch effectively concealing the metal bracket

Masking tape was used to hold the metal bracket in place 
while the epoxy cured
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19mm OD Tube spacers for roof panels

Every 20 or so spacers were measured as the clamp would occasionally move slightly and 
needed to be reset

Each spacer was cut using the cold saw. A piece of steel was clamped to the end of the saw 
to ensure an accurate length was cut every time

The insides were then cleaned up by hand on a tube deburrerThe saw did a very rough cut so the outside of each spacer needed to be cleaned up on the 
linisher

Stainless Steel rod for Sudare

Previous project rods with thread started and sharpied line showing where they needed to be 
cut to

On those that weren’t pre-threaded slightly I needed to round off the tip so the die could start 
cutting effectively

Finished threadsClean thread cutting
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Assembly of roof panels

Thread rod through all the members

Some CNC cuts weren’t 100% accurate and made the spacers go on an angle. Without 
re-making the roof panels this was unable to be resolved. Later it was found that the CNC 

machine was out of square which would have caused this issue

Hammered in the tube spacers on one side as the CNC routing was slightly smaller than the 
19mm tube. This did allow for the tubes to be held while the timber members were on their side 

to thread the rod

The middle G roof panel proved to be a challenge due to the sharp roof pitch requiring this to 
be assembled as one piece

Pre-drilling end of roof panels

One of the larger roof hoops during pre-drilling

Each roof hoop was laid out with 10mm spacers between each roof member to ensure an 
accurate spacing

These were then individually drilled with a long 3.5mm drill bit through the diagonal and into the 
ends of each roof member

Close-up of the holes through the diagonal before drilling the ends of the roof members
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FULL DRY ASSEMBLY

Wall pieces + B roof panels

Fig 18. Two walls were stood up with the B roof panel to hold them square and stop them from 
possibly falling over. Image: Matt Liggins. Used with permission.

Fig 19. The corners were then screwed together to ensure the structure was stable. 
Image: Matt Liggins. Used with permission.

Bearers

Even bearer 7’s complex compound angles at either end lined up precisely in both corners Bearers needed to be added before roof panels both to support the roof panels, and also to 
locate them in the correct place and angle

Both bearer 4s were exactly 100mm wrong. I most likely just read the wrong side of the tape 
measure when cutting

A single large countersunk screw is much less obvious than a large nut would have been if I 
had used the epoxied rods
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Adding remaining roof panels including roof to 
bearer spacers

Pavilion completely pre-assembled in the structure’s studioMost of the roof panels required numerous people to lift into 
place, both outside and in the structure

Detail showing a section through the roof panels and bearer, 
highlighting the 5mm deep hole on both sides of each roof 

member

The tube spacers were carried on down and used to locate 
the roof panels into the bearers to stop any lateral flex

The ends of the threaded rods get a nut on each to hold the 
roof panels tightly in place. The excess will be trimmed off 

once completed

Each roof member was then fastened to the diagonal with a 
5x120mm Spax countersunk screw

Option A: Screw vs. Option B: Bolt

Drawings showing working out how to ensure all the roof panels would remain fixed to the walls securely and ensure there weren’t any clashes of screw placements. I opted to screw all the roof panels 
except the second to top in the end for added strength and to ensure they would line up correctly
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DISASSEMBLY
Disassembly of the entire dry assembly took only an hour and a half using only a handful of 
people. Simply we unscrewed the roof panels from the diagonal members with students holding 
the panels until they were undone and then stacked the roof panels into their appropriate piles 
with dunnage between each. Then removal of the bearers in a similar process, then undoing 
the screws in the corners so the walls could be broken down to 4 walls and put aside with card 
between panels for protection. For the G roof panel we needed to recruit a few extra hands from 
the workshop, but this was only for around 5 minutes.

TRANSPORT
All pieces were made up as a kit-set so that each roof panel and wall could be moved as a whole 
section independently, and re-assembled on site later.  Using the car trailer we stacked the roof 
panels, bearers, and spare unused timber onto the trailer and tied it all down. Then, using a 
mixture of fibreglass insulation and blankets stacked the wall panels on top of them and tied those 
down also. The plastic sheet that the timber was delivered under was then used over the top of 
it all to ensure minimal rain and bugs hit the timber during the trip.

Once unloaded on site piles of roof panels were made up while they waited for the final assembly 
when the class had time to come up to site.

Disassembled wall panels stacked up against the wallThe B roof panels were left till the end to ensure the corners would stand up

Extra hands for the heavy double sized middle panel

Running scrap ply with rubber through the table saw to create padded spacers The entire pavilion fit onto one medium sized car trailer by hand, which saved a lot of money by 
not needing to hire a HIAB
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SITE WORK

Prep site

Used a petrol post hole borer to dig 200mm diameter holes 
~600mm deep

The on-site crew made up the remaining retaining rails while 
the digger was working so we could just screw them to the 

posts quickly after the concrete had set

Digger work to clear 95% of the hole and then finished off to 
99% by hand with spades

Top retaining planks laid out to gauge sizing

Start of digging into the site

All post holes had to be cleared by hand to ensure no dirt 
remained at the bottom that would affect the pour

Retaining walls & footings for the structure

Bolted piles to outside retaining top rails upside down which 
Allowed for the top of the posts to be flush with the top of the 

retaining

Flipped the structure over and dropped it into the holes. Had 
to shave off areas of the ground to allow for the structure to sit 

flush and level

Used packers underneath to lift the top of the retaining off the 
ground and to float the piles above the top of their holes

Used packers underneath to level the retaining and used a 
bubble level to ensure it was level, and a tape measure to 
measure up from ground level to ensure the correct height 

was achieved

Used a tape to measure diagonally to each corner to ensure 
the structure was square. This was done before pouring 
concrete and then repeated after to ensure nothing had 

moved

When the concrete is dry the front corner will be cut to allow 
for the entrance opening
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FINAL ASSEMBLY ON-SITE

Assembly of wall corners

Each of the wall brackets had to be gently tapped in with a 
soft hammer

The brackets were then screwed in The corner bracket members were then tapped down with 
the soft hammer till they lined up for the diagonals

Corner bracket lined up with the routed slot on the diagonal 
member

The front corner had to be cut by hand on the complex angles 
to both house the front wall bracket and form the sharp edge 

of the retaining at the front of the structure

3/4 walls assembled on site

The wall brackets were bolted into the retaining timber once aligned to ensure a stable structure. 
Two large Spax washer-head screws were used on each bracket.

Each bearer could be installed with two people, but the middle bearer had to be held in place 
until all the bearers were done up tight

Close ups of how the bearers were attached though the diagonal
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Roof panels B and B’ for stability Removing tape from structure

I had to dab at some of the labels with more tape to try to remove residual stickinessFig 20. Because the B roof panels only had one threaded rod down the middle they were 
awkward to add into the structure. Image: Sue Waddell. Used with permission.

Fig 21. Nearly completely screwed together B panel. 
Image: Sue Waddell. Used with permission.

Roof panels install

Fig 22. The middle G roof panel was difficult to put in due to it’s weight and not having as many 
helpers as when dry assembling in the University workshop. The bearers were able to support 
the weight of the panel during installation though. Image: Sue Waddell. Used with permission.

Fig 23. Each roof member needed to be screwed into the diagonal to ensure maximum 
strength. Image: Sue Waddell. Used with permission.

Fig 24. The remaining panels were far easier to install and only required a few people to hold in 
place while fixing the end screws. Image: Sue Waddell. Used with permission.

Fig 25. Completing the final A roof panel last as it was the least structurally important. Image: 
Sue Waddell. Used with permission.

The majority of the stickiness was removed doing this, with only a minor amount left over that 
was cleaned off with a rag and turpentine spirits
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Finishing outer retaining

A spade was used as a lever under each lower retaining plank to lift the timber into place and 
then screwed in with an upward angle to pull the timber up and tight to the top plank

Retaining planks were cut at a 45 degree mitre to allow for the metal bracket to slot between

Back-filling the retaining with loose dirt

Building seating supports

The inside floor needed to be lowered before starting the structure for the seating

Pile holes were drilled, with all the excess dirt being shovelled out as backfill

A square was used to ensure the screws were aligned vertically and gave the same spacing for 
all visible screws

One of the retaining panels was warped and needed to be strapped to the outer retaining while 
the concrete cured
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Building retaining wing

Fig 26. Once the end concrete was cured we wedged one of the unused posts between the 
two walls to straighten out the warped top rail then screwed on the post and then tipped some 

concrete. Image: Sue Waddell. Used with permission.

The posts and retaining panel were checked to be level before and after pouring the concrete. 
The panel was held up and level by stacks of random timber underneath

Post holes were drilled after lining up the wing wall with the inside seating structure The mitre corner at the front of the structure holds the front wall bracket firmly between the 
retaining posts

Site landscaping

The digger was used to put all of the cleared off dirt back in behind the retaining From afar the base is starting to morph into the landscape

The structure still needs some more topsoil to complete the build externally Pavilion and base starting to blend into the landscape
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Fixing remaining seating timber

The inside retaining was completed in the same way as the exterior using a spade underneath 
to lift the planks before screwing them

Some of the retaining timber was warped and required a Spax washer-head on one side to pull 
the timber square

The excess timber can be planed off, but the gap has been closed

Digging out floor to final internal floor height

In order to lower the floor heihgth to accommodate the flooring a pick was used to break up the 
hardened dirt and clay and then shoveled behind into the seating

Breaking up the hardened clay Storing the clay in the seating
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Final decking timber install

Runners were screwed between inner and outer retaining for the seating to be fixed to The Spax hardwood step drill allowed for drilling and countersinking to occur at the same time, 
saving time and effort

Many of the planks were warped and required force to hold in place while drilling and screwing 
them

The outermost decking plank required chiselling out to allow for the flat top of the Z brackets

Staining base and re-staining structure

Staining the retaining black with Resene’s Woodsman oil based stain Drop cloths were used over the base to ensure no splatter landed on the seating

The before and after re-staining the structure was very noticeable The stain on the decking was a last minute addition and used leftover stain from the shed build 
which closely matched the Abodo
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Adding stones to create the floor

GAP 7 (General All Passing 7. Metal Aggregate which passes through a 7mm screen.) Was 
used as the base course and raked out to be roughly smooth

Plastic retaining mats were used to stop stones spreading out around the structure where they 
could be run over with a lawnmower. They also incorporated a weed mat underneath to ensure 

nothing grew between the stones

The GAP 7 was then screeded smooth over the hard-packed dirt to level it before adding the 
plastic retainers

Nearly completely filled with stones
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PICTURES OF THE FINAL BUILD
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5. Conclusion
So, to sum up, I have been able to modernise traditional jointing techniques to allow for smaller 
timber member sizes and as such developed a new methodology to create more intricate and 
accurate smaller structural timber members. This was achieved through thorough testing of 
conceptual designs with CAD software and physical modelling for both sun/shadow studies, as 
well as structural analysis of various joints and designs, to attempt to design out any problems 
faced such as screw placements, which became critical on the smaller timber members. The 
building of the pavilion makes up the majority of this thesis, and is a worked example of how 
the fabrication methodology can be applied. Overall, I believe the project to have been a great 
success. The structure proves that it is possible to reduce the timber member sizes while keeping 
the strength of the structure, especially evident now that the structure is secured to the base 
retaining. It also showed that despite the lap joints being a minute 5mm deep on one member, it 
is still strong enough to both hold itself up and survive strong wind loads as pushing and pulling 
on the structure with force hardly moves it at all. I believe that even through strong storms the 
structure will continue to stand for years to come.

However, nothing is ever learnt through success alone. By working in the past as a labourer, 
hammer-hand and builder I have amassed the experience required to competently tackle timber 
manufacturing. However, the jump from traditional timber work to digital has required a different set 
of skills to be mastered before being able to even start the process of manufacture. Throughout 
the build I made many mistakes from simply having digital lines going the wrong direction and 
causing cuts to be in the wrong place through to entire digital jigs being out of alignment with their 
real-world counterparts. Luckily the latter I noticed before anything terrible happened.

Through the manufacturing process it was found that CADing up cut files for the CNC and 
dropping pieces into a jig to make the cuts and drill the holes, was relatively quick compared to 
marking and cutting by hand, even when using a jig to aid. Even though the accuracy of the CNC 
will generally be much more precise than a human, there was still room for error, especially on 
such an outdated machine. Most of the inaccuracies were able to be reduced through thorough 
testing, but the machine was only as accurate as it could be for its age. Later on it was found 
that the University’s CNC machine was ‘out of square’ by roughly 5mm over a metre, more than 
enough to throw out the accuracy gained by using a digital process. Luckily for me, the only time 
where this inaccuracy showed clearly was within the roof panels where upon flipping the stick 
in the jig the holes for lining up the stainless spacers shifted slightly and caused them not to sit 
straight in a line.

Furthermore, after finally completing the structure, it was heartening to see the sudare-like screen 
roof working as designed. This lightening of the roof structure aided in both cutting down on the 
amount of timber used and allowing some light transmittance through. Due to the proportions 
of the 40x40mm members with only a 10mm gap between each the sun is effectively blocked 
throughout the middle of the day. The sun is only allowed through them in the less aggressive 
early morning and later afternoon. While the panels don’t create the exact same effect of lines of 
shadow seen on a real sudare screen blind this solid shade cover is better suited for the outdoors 
nature of my structure.

How is my research scalable?

I could have introduced more types of joints and profiles, but it didn’t make sense for this specific 
structure and design. However, on a larger scale it would have been more feasible, especially with 
the 40x40mm members reducing the strength of the structure. With larger members this idea 
would work better, even allowing for a notched joint or half lap for roof to diagonal wall members 
where even cutting half of the structure away wouldn’t be detrimental to the strength and stability 
of the structure, but for the small members used in my structure it wasn’t possible to take out any 
more than the 5mm of timber.

One of the original documents I had come across in my early research was a printable reference 
sheet of “50 Downloadable Digital Joints for Woodworking” which contained different joints 
that others had designed to work on CNC machines (right). I had considered these joints, but 
none of them would have worked for the specific design that I had chosen. For instance, I was 
very interested in attempting to create a form of lapping finger joint from the roof to diagonal 
roof members, but the choice to use individual members in the sudare roof rendered this near 
impossible due to the small timber members 

Furthermore, this fabrication methodology’s scalability will be further explored through the 
University’s 2020 Venice Biennale pavilion construction over the coming months. During this 
process my thesis will serve as a sort of prototype to help speed up the process and ensure that 
all of the smaller timber members will be machined accurately. This continuation of my research 
will allow for exploring aspects overlooked in this project, such as using more than two timber 
profiles, including diamond shaped profiles to allow for the structure to wrap around the entire 
pavilion, including over the roof.

Fig 27. “50 Downloadable Digital Joints For Woodworking“ By Meredith 
“Ladycartoonist” Scheff-King

Internal perspective highlighting the Sudare-like shadow effect The University’s 2020 Venice Biennale pavilion during test assembly in the structures studio
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6. Appendix

CONSTRUCTION TIMELINE/PROJECT LOG
17/6/19  – Sent initial scaled drawings and pictures of models by email to Andrew to forward to Cass (Engineer)
5/7/19  – Visit Ben from Abodo wood
6/7/19  – Talked with Scott about CNC cutting capabilities and file set-out
17/7/19  – Finalising design with Andrew (tweaking models and sketching over detail print-outs) and prepared document to send to Cass for comment and/or approval. Also received finalised course   
    outline from Matt for timber tech workshop
18/7/19  – Start PowerPoint presentation for timber tech workshop
23/7/19  – exploring how horizontal bearers would attach and exploring various types of jigs to trial
24/7/19 – finalising 4th year timber tech workshop presentation & compiling/updating draft thesis
25/7/19 – presentation to 4th year timber tech workshop about design and expectations
Start of keeping a daily diary:
26/7/19  – first talks to Vincent about the CNC Jig – with his help we decided that the horizontal runners would be the best choice rather than full length slots
28/7/19 – Redrew final design accurately and to scale in SketchUp with updated strengthening and complex diagonal profiles, and tweaked spacings from 477mm to 480mm
29/7/19 – Made a day-to-day schedule with the critical pathway to aid in time management
30/7/19 – Made mini trial jig
1/8/19 – Henderson high school site visit and picked up first test cuts from CNC
2/8/19 – re-worked jig design without metal clamps - using screws instead
4/8/19  – designed clamp to accurately move pieces of timber within the jig with an angled clamp that sits inside a pre-cut lap
5/8/19  – Trialed angle hold down clamps on the mini jig with real members
6/8/19  – sent detailed PDF and SketchUp model to Cass for comment
7/8/19  – Cass confirmed 40x40mm timber for vertical and roof members and 40x60mm (with angle cut out to create complex profile) for diagonal members
8/8/19  – Site visit to TimberLabs Solutions
10/8/19 – updated SketchUp model to have the smaller 60x40mm diagonals
12/8/19  – Calculated total timber needed
13/8/19  – trialed sudare concept for roof panels with different types of spacers
14/8/19  – changed to full cover roof instead of having the hole in the middle and ordered timber from Abodo
15/8/19  – started full size jig with Joel at Elam workshop and finished at CAI workshop
17/8/19 – replied to Abodo about payment and delivery
19/8/19  – cleared out top two shelves in container and cleaned up the rest to accommodate my Abodo delivery. Received email from NZIOB saying I was unsuccessful
20/8/19  – finished CAD detailing jig based off real measurements and added different tools to different layers for ease of use. Chose to use Spax decking screws for laps
21/8/19  – cut square slots into jig using CNC. First contact with Spax by phone and then drove down to pick up samples in Takanini
22/8/19  – first test cuts using actual jig. Calculated quantity of screws required throughout. Created angle hold down brackets and added them to the jig
23/8/19  – Timber delivered and moved to L1 in container. Screwed together first wall section test with sample decking screws
26/8/19  – first 4th year workshop session - started profiling timber down to 39.9mm
27/8/19  – Emailed Ben from Abodo about bent and warped timber. Finished profiling timber and cut angled diagonal members on table saw
28/8/19  – Considerations of retaining set-outs
29/8/19  – finished profiling timber
30/8/19  – screwed jig to CNC bed, will keep it here until finished to ensure minimal inaccuracies are created
1/9/19  – started to set up cut files and created cut templates
2/9/19  – calibrated CNC machine to jig and kept running tests while preparing timber for real cuts

3/9/19  – cut W1, W2 and W3 on CNC and prepared W1’, W2’ and W3’
4/9/19  – cut W1’, W2’ and W3’ on CNC and prepared all roof members for CNC
5/9/19  – cut R1, R1’, R2 and R2’
6/9/19  – cut R3, R2’, R4, R4’ and most of R5
9/9/19  – finished cutting R5, R5’, R6, R7 and R8; and cut G4-G8 and G4’ to G7’ (out of timber so can’t continue until I get the swapped out lengths - G8’ and G9 not cut)
10/9/19  – sent out sponsorship request emails to Spax, Dulux, Anzor and TigerTurf. Also filled out the online Resene sponsorship request form
11/9/19  – swapped out bent and warped Abodo wood for fresh planks and picked up Resene Woodsman test pots
12/9/19  – profiled all new timber and cut into required members, both square and diagonal members. Cut 30° angle into the end of all roof pieces
13/9/19  – cut remaining roof pieces and re-cut other failures
15/9/19  – set up and rendered colour tests for structure
16/9/19  – designed angled drill jigs and cut angles into remaining members
17/9/19  – created angled drill jigs. Cut bearers to length at their correct angles
18/9/19  – created bearer 7 and pre-drilled all holes in all diagonal members and bearers
19/9/19  – Workshop session creating Z brackets and holesawing all roof members
23/9/19  – workshop session staining structure in morning. I continued alone in the afternoon
24/9/19  – picked up stainless tube from Wakefield metals and talked to Galvanising Services Onehunga (across the road from Wakefield). Also went to get quotes from both Precision laser cutting and  
    LaserStream
25/9/19  – Finished staining all timber
26/9/19  – Workshop session starting cutting all SS tube spacers. Laid out roof hoops and pre-drilled all roof ends. Met Luke from Spax at the Placemakers trade show
27/9/19  – picked up batch one of Spax screws and picked up metal Z brackets from uni to take to get galvanised
30/9/19  – workshop session - assembled all wall panels and countersunk all holes in the walls. Cut remaining SS tube spacers
1/10/19  – Started making rods to hold roof panels together. Picked up laser cut corner brackets
2/10/19  – dropped off Z and corner brackets at Galvanising Services Onehunga and finished cleaning up burrs on the tube spacers
3/10/19  – workshop session assembling roof panels - found I needed ~36 more tube spacers
4/10/19  – routed out corner bracket locations on walls and cut remaining tube spacers
7/10/19  – workshop session - stood up all walls and attached roof panels B and B’ to hold them square while adding in all the bearers. Made the top 4 retaining panels and added   
    plywood gussets to ensure they remained square - test fitted structure over the top and all lined up
8/10/19  – picked up metal brackets from galvanising and second batch of Spax screws
9/10/19  – On-site with Joel, Marty and Nick to prep and start the retaining.
10/10/19  – workshop session - finished dry assembly of structure by adding in remaining roof panels and tightening everything up
11/10/19  – created corner posts by epoxying in both metal corner brackets into two timber members
14/10/19  – workshop session - cleaned up workshop and disassembled structure into piles of roof panels and stood up walls against the wall
16/10/19  – quick fire crits
17/10/19  – workshop session - loaded up trailer to take structure to site and cleared out structures studio. Once on site assembled and installed one set of walls with B roof  
    panels to hold them square
19/10/19  – Finished installing walls and added B’ roof panels and corner brackets. By hand did up all the Spax decking screws on every lap joint
24/10/19  – started migration of thesis document from Word to InDesign
29/10/19 – printed and laid out all thesis document pages in L3 exhibition space to figure what to pin up at the final crit
31/10/19  – on-site with Joel, Marty and Nick - installed remaining roof panels and finished exterior retaining wall to start backfilling. Started on wing retaining  
    wall
1/11/19  – heard back from WIDE foundation that they have approved our request for both my project and the Venice Biennale
7/11/19  – Final crit
13/11/19  – dropped off Modos work
11/11/19-7/2/20 – working on Venice Biennale.
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END OF YEAR CRIT PRESENTATION

Fig 28. Me speaking during the final end of year presentation in the Level 3 exhibition space. Work from throughout the entire year was pinned up. Image: Dora Keogan. Used with permission.
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